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Abbreviations  
 

AAVS1 Adeno-associated virus 2 integration site 1 

AD Morbus Alzheimer (Alzheimer’s disease) 

AGE Agarose gel electrophoresis 

Amp  Ampicillin  

APP  Amyloid precursor protein  

APP-ICD Amyloid precursor protein intracellular 
domain 

Aβ Amyloid β peptide 

BABB Benzyl-alcohol / benzyl-benzoate 

BACE1  β-site APP cleaving enzyme 1 or β-
secretase  

BCA  Bicinchoninic acid  

BME  β-Mercaptoethanol  

bp Base pairs 

BSA  Bovine serum albumin  

Cas9 CRISPR-associated system protein 9 

CNS Central nervous system 

CRISPR Clustered regularly interspaced 
palindromic repeats 

CSF Cerebro-spinal fluid 

DACH1  Dachshund homolog 1  

DAPT  N-[N-(3,5-Difluorophenacetyl)-L-alanyl]-S-
phenylglycine t-butyl ester  

DMEM  Dulbecco's modified eagle medium  

DMSO  Dimethyl sulfoxide  

DNA  Deoxyribonucleic acid  

dNTP  Deoxyribonucleotide triphosphate  

DOX  Doxycycline  

EDTA  Ethylenediaminetetracetic acid  

EGF  Epidermal growth factor  

ELISA Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay 

FA Formic acid 
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FAD Familial Alzheimer’s disease 

FGF  Fibroblast growth factor  

GABA  gamma-Aminobutyric acid  

GAD  Glutamate decarboxylase  

GFP  Green fluorescent protein  

HOX Homeobox protein 

HRP  Horseradish peroxidase  

imAP Inducible APP-PS1-mCherry cassette 

iPSC  Induced pluripotent stem cell  

IRES  Internal ribosomal entry site  

kb Kilo bases 

kDa Kilo Dalton 

LB  Lysogeny broth  

LDS  Lithium dodecyl sulfate  

LN  Laminin  

LOH Loss of heterozygosity 

LSFM Light-sheet fluorescence microscopy 

Lt-NESC  Long-term neuroepithelial stem cell  

MAPT Microtubule-associated protein tau 

MCI Mild cognitive impairment 

MES  2-(N-Morpholino)ethanesulfonic acid  

mRNA  Messenger ribonucleic acid  

MVB Multi-vesicular body 

NGMC  Neural growth medium with cAMP  

NHEJ Non-homologous end joining 

NPC Neural precursor cell 

NSC Neural stem cell 

OCR Oxygen consumption rate 

P-tau (Hyper-) phosphorylated microtubule-
associated protein tau 

PAGE  Polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis  

PAX6  Paired box 6  

PBS  Phosphate-buffered saline  
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PET Positron-emission tomography 

PLZF  Promyelocytic leukemia zinc finger  

PO  Polyornithine  

PS-1 Presenilin-1 

PSC Pluripotent stem cell 

PVDF  Polyvinyiledene fluoride  

ReN VM ReNeuron cells with V-MYC  

RI  Rho-associated coiled-coil containing 
protein kinase (ROCK) inhibitor (Y-27632) 

RNP Ribonucleoprotein complex 

RO RO4929097 

sAPP α/β Soluble amyloid precursor protein α/β 

SDD Semi-denaturing detergent 

SDS  Sodium dodecyl sulfate  

SNP Single-nucleotide polymorphism 

SOX1 / SOX2  Sex-determining region Y box 1 / 2  

SSEA 3/4 Stage-specific embryonic antigen 3/4 

TALEN Transcription activator-like effector 
nuclease 

Tau Microtubule-associated protein tau 

TB  Terrific broth  

TBS(-T)  Tris-buffered saline (with Tween-20)  

TRA-1-60 / TRA-1-81 Podocalyxin 

ZFN Zinc finger nuclease 

ZO-1  Zonula occludens 1  
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1. Introduction 
 

1.1. Morbus Alzheimer 

 

 

Figure 1.1 Alzheimer’s disease 
(A) Historic photograph of Auguste Deter taken in 1902, the first patient described by Alois Alzheimer. 
Image part of the public domain, photographer unknown. (B) Comparison between control (left) and AD 
patient (right) brains. Note the overall volume reduction, enlarged ventricles and thinning of the gyri. Image 
from the Alzheimer‘s disease education and referral center, National Institute of Aging, Bethesda, 
Maryland, USA. (C) Campbell-Switzer histological staining of AD patient gray matter. Extracellular 
deposition of amyloid plaques (p) and intracellular formation of neurofibrillary tangles (n). Image modified 
from neuroscienceassociates.com. 
 

 Clinical presentation and epidemiology 1.1.1.

 

In 1907, Alois Alzheimer first described a patient with “presenile dementia” (Fig. 1.1 A). 

Post mortem examination of the patient’s brain revealed substantial loss of brain matter 

and distinct morphological changes, most notably enlarged ventricles and broadened 

sulci (Fig. 1.1 B). Histopathology uncovered plaques and tangles that could be stained 

with silver using the Bielschowsky method (compare Fig. 1.1 C, Mirra et al., 1991). Since 

its discovery, Alzheimer’s disease has become a household name as the leading cause 

for age-related dementia currently affecting approximately 46 million patients. On 

average, females are more often affected than males (16 % of females vs. 11 % of 
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males over 71 years), a phenomenon that can not be explained by lower mortality in the 

female population (Hebert et al., 2013). The definitive diagnosis is generally difficult due 

to variable and non-exclusive symptoms that partly overlap with other syndromes like 

vascular dementia or Pick’s disease. New diagnostic tools such as plasma/CSF Aβ 

measurement or Aβ-PET can boost diagnostic confidence, but AD is still definitely 

confirmed only via brain histopathology (Villemagne et al., 2018, Wurtman, 2015). 

 

The disease onset is not sharply defined. Instead, patients or their families notice 

increasing difficulty to perform complex cognitive tasks or remember recently learned 

information, especially in short-term memory. Termed mild cognitive impairment (MCI), 

this phenomenon is considered the prodromal stage of Alzheimer’s disease (Petersen et 

al., 2001, 2018). MCI can be diagnosed by a variety of cognitive tests, so it is often listed 

in the inclusion criteria of clinical studies that assess the efficacy of potential AD 

treatments. With further progression, patients reach early stage Alzheimer’s disease. 

Loss of cognition and memory becomes apparent and fine motor skills degrade rapidly. 

In addition to difficulties retaining new information, many patients undergo personality 

changes such as mood swings or atypical behavior, that place an additional burden on 

caregivers and may necessitate constant supervision (Chen et al., 2018, Grabher, 

2018). During late stage Alzheimer’s disease, cognition and motor functions are heavily 

disturbed, and a large fraction of memories, safe earlier episodic memory and implicit 

memory, are lost. The last disease stage encompasses the stereotypical loss of 

recognition of friends, loved ones or the own home, as well as frequent profound 

confusion, hallucinations or seizures. AD ends in death, on average 3 – 9 years after 

initial diagnosis (Lane et al., 2018). 

AD risk is strongly linked to a small number of genetic factors and weakly to numerous 

others. Mutations of the amyloid precursor protein (APP), presenilin 1 and 2 (PS-1, PS-

2), APP duplication, or trisomy 21 (Down syndrome) cause an autosomal dominant, 

early onset variant of AD (EOAD). These mutations directly promote β-amyloid 

generation and are often passed down in families, leading to the term “familial AD” or 

FAD (Selkoe et al., 2016). However, FAD accounts for only about 5 % of AD cases. The 

remainder is classified as sporadic AD, and typically starts later in life (late onset AD, 

LOAD). LOAD does not exhibit mendelian inheritance, but is associated with numerous 
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genetic risk factors. Most importantly, the apolipoprotein E ε4 allele variant (APOE ε4) is 

highly enriched in LOAD patients (Corder et al., 1993). In comparison to the most 

common ε3/ε3 genotype, the ε3/ε4 and ε4/ε4 genotypes increase lifetime AD risk 3-fold 

and 12-fold, respectively (Michaelson, 2014). Genome-wide association studies (GWAS) 

discovered further LOAD-associated gene variants like the microglial receptors TREM2 

and CD33, or less well-known genes like CR1, BIN1 or MS4A4A that confer low to 

moderate risk increases (Atagi et al., 2015, Chan et al., 2015, Guerreiro et al., 2013, Naj 

et al., 2014). 
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 Amyloid pathology 1.1.2.

 

 

Figure 1.2 Processing and aggregation kinetics of the amyloid precursor protein 
(A) APP is dominantly processed by sequential cutting of α-secretase and γ-secretase in the non-
amyloidogenic pathway. Alternatively, processing by β- (BACE1) and γ-secretase leads to Aβ release, the 
40 and 42 amino-acid isoforms being most common. (B) Schematic overview of the diverse stages of Aβ 
aggregation. Lower-order aggregates are prone to spontaneous dissolution, whereas higher-order fibrils 
are stable. Modified from Finder et al., 2007. 
 

AD patient brain tissue contains extensive extracellular deposits of aggregated protein, 

known as amyloid. These deposits predominantly consist of the small endogenous 

peptide amyloid β (Aβ) that is generated in neurons by proteolytic cleavage of the 

amyloid precursor protein (APP). APP is a type I transmembrane protein with distinct 

extracellular, membrane and intracellular domains that can be separately liberated 

through secretase processing (Finder et al., 2007). The majority of APP is cleaved 
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sequentially by α-secretase and γ-secretase (Fig. 1.2 A). The first cleavage step 

releases the soluble extracellular domain (sAPPα) from the C-terminal fragment (APPα-

CTF). Then, γ-secretase cleaves off the intracellular domain (APP-ICD). The remaining 

membrane peptide is not aggregation prone. However, in a pathogenic setting, β-

secretase cleavage can take precedence over α-secretase in endocytic vesicles (Olsson 

et al., 2014). In that case, β-secretase cleaves closer to the membrane than α-

secretase, resulting in liberation of a longer extracellular domain (sAPPβ). The 

remaining peptide (APPβ-CTF, also known as C99) is then processed by γ-secretase. γ-

secretase can bind to a number of different, yet closely positioned sites within C99. 

Depending on the site of first binding, a plethora of Aβ peptides of different lengths can 

be generated, including 51, 49, 48, 46, 45, 43, 42, 40 and 38 amino acid variants 

(Olsson et al., 2014). Clinically, Aβ42 and Aβ40 have proven most relevant, for example 

as CSF biomarkers (Hu et al., 2015, Lehmann et al., 2018). Specifically, there is 

mounting evidence that the relative abundance of these two isoforms, termed the Aβ42/40 

ratio, is a major predictor of amyloid pathogenicity in patient brains and in vitro models 

(Arber et al., 2019, Kwak et al., 2020). β-secretase operates most efficiently in acidic 

environments like acidified endosomes, and recent reports suggest that initial Aβ 

oligomerization might occur in the endosomal-secretory pathway (Friedrich et al., 2010, 

Takahashi et al., 2002). Aβ enrichment in endosomes and amyloid fibril formation in 

multi-vesicular bodies (MVB) was observed in human cells lines (HEK 293T, SH-SY5Y, 

THP-1) upon treatment with Aβ. Problematically, the fibril formation process is 

thermodynamically favored over fibril dissolution and does not necessarily occur step-

wise, especially in the presence of catalyzing factors like metal ions that stabilize 

aggregation-prone Aβ conformations (Fig. 1.2 B, Hane et al., 2014). Therefore, the most 

promising way of approaching amyloidosis is by preventing or interfering with the most 

toxic lower order oligomers and protofibrils (Benilova et al., 2012, Stroud et al., 2012, 

Tanokashira et al., 2017). Many therapeutic candidates have aimed to reduce Aβ 

production, accumulation or aggregation in the last decades, including secretase 

inhibitors and antibodies (Bullock et al., 2018, Huang et al., 2012). Still, no efficacious 

treatment has been found.  

Over time, extracellular amyloid forms large, insoluble aggregates termed plaques. 

Amyloid plaques are divided into two major types, neuritic and diffuse (Bussière et al., 
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2004, Vinters et al., 2012). Neuritic plaque deposition is most typical for AD in the 

human brain and strongly associated with synaptic terminals (Sadleir et al., 2016). 

Neuritic plaques consist of a central amyloid aggregate with condensed or “burned out” 

morphology and several dystrophic, p-tau-positive neurites in its immediate vicinity. 

“Dystrophic” means that the neurites are irregularly shaped, i.e. swollen or crooked and 

likely to be incapable to fulfill their physiological function. Dystrophic neurites also 

display enrichment of presynaptic proteins and β-secretase (BACE1, Sadleir et al., 

2016). This constellation is unsurprising as APP’s physiological functions have been 

proposed to involve pre-synapse maintenance and long-term potentiation, both of which 

are measurably affected in APP-KO mice (Tyan et al., 2012). Overall, neuritic plaques 

appear to be specifically structured functional units that arise from highly specialized, 

non-physiologic pre-synaptic terminals. It is still unclear whether these structures 

represent dysregulated synapses caught in a vicious cycle of Aβ generation or whether 

they form to sequester surplus APP breakdown products into extracellular deposits 

(plaques). One notable hypothesis links the central plaque core to the surrounding 

neurites by suggesting that intracellular Aβ aggregation in the somatic or nuclear 

compartments causes dystrophic collapse of the neurites followed by neuronal death 

(Pensalfini et al., 2014). Opposing data from an AD mouse model show amyloid plaque 

formation occurring in a dense, extracellular manner in in vivo live-cell imaging, but the 

report is difficult to judge due as the model relies on overexpression and an amyloid dye 

that interferes with Aβ deposition (Cohen et al., 2009). Distinct from the neuritic plaques, 

amyloidosis also encompasses diffuse plaques that lack distinguishable structure or 

sharply defined borders and that tend to be larger than neuritic plaques (20 µm vs. 100 

µm) (Bussière et al., 2004). Several concurrent hypotheses address the creation of 

diffuse plaques ranging from regular plaques that have not been condensed by immune 

cells or astrogliosis to amyloid leakage from blood vessels. Either way, the exact origin 

of diffuse and condensed plaques is not yet clear. 

While certainly the most well known hallmark of AD, cerebral amyloidosis is insufficient 

for AD diagnosis or prognosis since, on the one hand, plaque load correlates poorly with 

neurodegeneration across brain regions, and, on the other hand, several amyloid PET 

studies detected participants with enormous plaque load but no cognitive impairment 

(Huang et al., 2012, Snowdon, 2003, Wurtman, 2015).  
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 Tauopathy 1.1.3.

 

 

Figure 1.3 Homeostatic and pathologic roles of tau 
Schematic overview of the roles of tau in healthy (upper panel) and diseased (lower panel) states. Limited 
tau phosphorylation is pivotal for microtubule stabilization and cargo transport. Hyperphosphorylated tau is 
highly prone to aggregation and loses its microtubule stabilizing function, impairing cytoskeleton 
dynamics, cargo transport, mitochondrial transport and thus distal process maintenance. Modified from 
Bodea et al., 2016. 
 

In contrast to amyloid plaque load, accumulation of hyperphosphorylated tau 

(microtubule-associated protein tau, MAPT) and deposition of neurofibrillary tangles has 

been shown repeatedly to correlate with neurodegeneration, and common models of AD 

pathology development place tau pathology well after amyloid deposition (Sasaguri et 

al., 2017). While this assumption fits the amyloid cascade hypothesis, it has been 

excruciatingly difficult to test in mouse models that do not recapitulate disease staging 

(Sasaguri et al., 2017). Furthermore, the staging divide has sparked the “tau hypothesis” 

that assumes tau hyperphosphorylation as the initial cause of AD. Tau is a complex 

axonal protein with six splice isoforms in adult humans (Bussiere et al., 2000). 

Alternative splicing can result in exons 2, 2+3 and 10 being differentially present. Exon 

10 is a fourth repeat domain that is included mostly in the mature brain, so tau is often 
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distinguished between immature “three-repeat” (3R) and mature “four-repeat” (4R) 

isoforms. For AD in particular, the 4R isoforms are thought to be most pathogenic. 

Recent mouse studies demonstrated convincingly that, at least in the mouse brain, 4R 

human tau is highly neurotoxic, whereas 3R tau is not (Schoch et al., 2016). This does 

not mean that 3R tau is non-pathogenic, as it has been implicated in syndromes like 

Pick’s disease and frontotemporal dementia (Bodea et al., 2016, Irwin et al., 2016). In 

the adult human brain, 3R and 4R tau isoforms balance out at a 50:50 ratio, whereas the 

developing brain expresses the 3R isoforms almost exclusively (Caillet-Boudin et al., 

2015). In physiological conditions, tau is attached to axonal microtubules via its repeat 

domains, where it serves to improve microtubule stability (Fig. 1.4). Microtubule binding 

is regulated by tau phosphorylation, but while the protein contains 79 putative 

phosphorylation sites when all optional exons are included, only about half are 

phosphorylated in homeostatic conditions. In pathology, hyperphosphorylation drives an 

accumulation of negative charges on the protein, thus interfering with the binding to 

negatively-charged microtubules. In short, increasing phosphorylation detaches the 

protein from the axonal microtubules and enables it to enter the somatodendritic 

segment (Stoothoff et al., 2005). Without the stabilizing tau, microtubule-dependent 

mechanisms like axonal transport are increasingly likely to fail. These mechanisms 

include replenishing synaptic vesicles, various materials for axonal and synaptic 

maintenance and mitochondrial transport for energy provision and quality management. 

The effects of transport impairment are easy to investigate via microscopic inspection of 

neural processes: Stuck cargo accumulates in “swellings”, local enlargements of the 

process that leave the cytoskeleton intact (Bussiere et al., 2000, Mertens et al., 2013). In 

late stages, however, these swellings can produce a beads-on-a-string look and 

potentially persist after the neurite has fully degenerated, leaving a spotted trace pattern.  

Tau proteins are relatively unstructured in physiological circumstances, but undergo 

highly specific changes during hyperphosphorylation and recruitment into a p-tau fibril 

(Inoue et al., 2014). Tau in fibrils is folded up, assuming a “paperclip” morphology that 

presents specific, discontinuous epitopes for antibody development (Jeganathan et al., 

2008). Today, dozens of tau antibodies have been raised against various stages of (site-

specific) phosphorylation or conformational states. The most common one - AT8 - 

recognizes double-phosphorylated tau in the Ser202 and Thr205 positions. Also relevant 
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is MC-1 for detection of the discontinuous paperclip epitope in fibrillar tau. Similar to Aβ 

fibrils, cytotoxic p-tau fibrils have been hypothesized to multiply in a prion-like manner 

once formed and recent research showed that p-tau pathology can spread across a 

mouse brain from a primary site of infection (Goedert et al., 2017, Mudher et al., 2017). 

This finding has enormous implications for approaches to model AD or other tauopathies 

because on the one hand, p-tau aggregation appears to be a continuous process, again 

similar to Aβ fibril formation once a seed has been formed, and on the other hand 

spreads between neurons. Intriguingly, post mortem studies on recipients of human 

brain-derived growth factors hint at transmission of amyloid plaques (Jaunmuktane et 

al., 2015), and other pathologies have been linked to retrograde infection with 

pathogenic agents, e.g. after oral uptake of aggregated α-synuclein in Parkinson’s 

disease mouse models (Garrido-Gil et al., 2018).  

The cause of p-tau aggregation is, like for Aβ, not fully understood. One current 

hypothesis states that p-tau is simply aggregation-prone in a stochastic, concentration-

dependent manner. Studies on p-tau recruitment into stress granules (an RNA 

sequestering mechanism in response to cell stress) via interaction partners like TIA-1 

unveiled a putative location of local p-tau hyperaccumulation (Apicco et al., 2018, Ash et 

al., 2014, Vanderweyde et al., 2016).  

Subcellular localization of p-tau appears to depend on the context. In neuritic plaques, p-

tau is prominently present in dystrophic neurites in the immediate vicinity of the amyloid 

aggregate (Serrano-Pozo et al., 2011). Outside the plaque vicinity, p-tau is often found 

accumulated around nuclei and in the dendrites of affected neurons, although it should 

be noted that only a small fraction of neurons is ever affected at once so that AD brain 

slices present a salt-and-pepper pattern of isolated p-tau-positive cells (Blazquez-Llorca, 

2010). In the neuronal soma, neurofibrillary tangles appear as thick, curled up fibers. In 

extreme cases, the neuron itself has already degenerated leaving only the insoluble p-

tau material (termed “husks” or ”remnants”) (Fukutani et al., 1995). In contrast, early 

degeneration is obvious from the breakdown of axonal transport as first shown by 

strongly p-tau-positive swellings along the axon and later axonal fragmentation into 

beads-on-a-string dot patterns of highly p-tau material along the axons’ former path 

(Kanaan et al., 2013). 
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 Neuroinflammation 1.1.4.

 

Microglia and astrocytes normally form an effective system to remove pathogens and 

waste products from the brain and to protect and support neurons. To this day, the exact 

reasons for their failure to cope with the amyloid or p-tau pathology in AD patient brains 

remains a mystery. Both microglia and astrocytes are stimulated by the presence of 

amyloid plaques and react in specific ways. Astrocytes become activated (as indicated 

by increased GFAP expression), start proliferating and cluster around plaque sites 

(Bouvier et al., 2016). Microglia undergo a similar activation by retracting their finely 

arborized processes and migrating to the plaque site (Thériault et al., 2015). It has been 

hypothesized that this behavior serves to form a protective shell around the plaque in 

order to limit the spread of toxic Aβ species and plaque growth (Scheffler et al., 2011). In 

fact, microglia and astrocyte clusters occur dominantly around the condensed plaques. 

However, the microglia do not seem to be responsible for the growth-limiting effect of the 

local reactive changes (Grathwohl et al., 2009). A large body of literature addresses 

ways in which the microglial response is attenuated in the AD brain, for example via 

chronic Aβ overexposure or receptor interactions (e.g. TREM2, CD33) (Atagi et al., 

2015, Bailey et al., 2015, Chan et al., 2015, Hellwig et al., 2015). Another set of 

mechanisms that has been implicated in neuroinflammation relates to a microglial shift 

towards a proinflammatory phenotype. In this state, microglia secrete proinflammatory 

cytokines as well as neurotoxic reactive oxygen species (ROS) and commence 

unwarranted phagocytosis of neuronal components (Solito et al., 2012). On a small 

scale, this entails elevated synaptic pruning. Neuronal connectivity is physiologically 

regulated in part by microglia that selectively remove superfluous synapses. When 

dysregulated, this process can become excessive, especially in conjunction with 

complement system activation. The resulting reduction in overall network connectivity is 

likely involved in cognitive impairment and other synapse-dependent mechanisms, such 

as memory retention (Hong et al., 2016). On a larger scale, hyperactivated microglia can 

also engage in phagocytosis of live neurons, a process termed neurophagy (Neniskyte 

et al., 2016).  
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 Synaptic impairment 1.1.5.

 

Synapses serve as the functional units of information processing in the brain. In 

Alzheimer’s disease, the synaptic integrity is impaired in several ways. Mouse studies 

have shown that APP itself has a limited but considerable role in synapse maintenance, 

learning and memory, especially during aging (Tyan et al., 2012). APP might have subtly 

different roles in human neurons, but cognitive effects of altered synaptic APP levels still 

need to be studied, for example in cases of APP triplication or Down syndrome (Shi et 

al., 2012, Wiseman et al., 2015). APP’s breakdown products, first and foremost Aβ, 

have well established synaptotoxic properties, particularly the Aβ42 variant (Mucke et al., 

2000). Oligomeric Aβ (Aβo), on the other hand, directly interacts with the cellular prion 

protein (PrPc) and glutamate receptors (mGluR) to cause intracellular Ca2+ elevation 

and kinase activation via Fyn (Bush et al., 2002). The resulting excitotoxicity and tau 

phosphorylation are implicated in the loss of postsynaptic densities, dendritic spine 

shrinkage and overall neuronal decline, but can be rescued by Fyn inhibition (Kaufman 

et al., 2015). In the plaque stage of AD, presynapses are closely associated with 

plaques even though it is unclear whether they contribute to their initial formation, growth 

or maintenance, or whether they are more resilient to degeneration than their 

postsynaptic counterparts and undergo reactive changes at the plaque site (Sadleir et 

al., 2016). Irrespectively, presynaptic proteins like synapsin are highly enriched in the 

vicinity of cored plaques along with components of the APP processing machinery, such 

as β-secretase. Together these processes suggest a major role of synaptic structures in 

the initial appearance and growth of extracellular amyloid plaques and, at the same 

time, suffer directly from the effects.  

 

 

 Neuronal degeneration 1.1.6.

 

In the later stages of AD, neuronal loss leads to progressive shrinkage of brain matter 

characterized by thinning gyri, deepening sulci and ventricle enlargement. 

Neurodegeneration in AD has been linked to numerous independent effects that 

encompass Aβ, tau, and even other cell types like astrocytes and microglia. It should be 
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noted that neuronal loss in AD is not an orchestrated, population-wide phenomenon, but 

rather affects a small fraction of relatively isolated cells at any given time, i.e. neurons 

die surrounded by seemingly healthy cells, not in groups (Perl, 2010). 

Aβ pathology can potentially cause neuronal degeneration in a multitude of ways. 

Extracellular Aβo interactions in the synaptic cleft or with the neuronal membrane likely 

cause Ca2+ influx and other ion misbalances (Shirwany et al., 2007). Intracellular Ca2+ is 

an important signal for apoptosis, among others. The Ca2+ challenge can be precipitated 

even further by Aβo interactions with astrocytes. Astrocytes support and tune neuronal 

activity via precise regulation and buffering of neurotransmitters, most importantly 

glutamate, at the synapse and in the interstitium (Dallérac et al., 2013). Aβo have been 

shown to impair glutamate reuptake in astrocytes, again causing increased neuronal 

activation and aggravating excitotoxicity (Hoshi et al., 2018). Furthermore, Aβo activate 

the receptor tyrosine kinase Fyn and thus directly elevate tau phosphorylation (Crews et 

al., 2010). Intracellularly, Aβ generation in secretory vesicles can lead to pore formation 

in vesicle membranes or to fibril formation (Takahashi et al., 2002). Intracellular Aβ can 

also interfere with processes like mitochondrial protein import leading to an energy crisis 

and reducing cellular stress resistance (Cenini et al., 2016, Pinho et al., 2014). 

Interestingly, a current hypothesis on the higher AD incidence in post-menopausal 

women argues that estrogen signaling exerts strong protective effects on mitochondria 

via ROS reduction, and that, following menopause, women are effectively more at risk 

than men (Vina et al., 2010). In summary, amyloid and p-tau pathology apply an array of 

different cellular stressors to affected neurons, e.g. axonal transport impairment, 

mitochondrial fragmentation, excitotoxicity and oxidative stress that appear to 

collaborate towards neuronal loss. Interestingly, the main driver of cell death is still a 

matter of debate. While dying neurons in AD patient brains often show apoptotic 

markers like cleaved caspase 3 (cCas3), the extended languishing of dysfunctional 

neurons makes an argument in favor of necrotic processes as apoptosis is typically fast 

and efficient. Independently, recent studies have implied innate immune surveillance, 

either through microglia or cell-autonomous necroptosis, as the major degenerative 

mechanism of dystrophic neurons (Richards et al., 2016).  
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1.2.  Models of Alzheimer’s disease 

 Mouse models 1.2.1.

 

Mouse models of Alzheimer’s disease have been introduced shortly after the FAD 

mutations in the APP and presenilin genes were discovered (Sasaguri et al., 2017). 

Overexpression of these transgenes causes elevated Aβ generation and leads to 

deposition of plaque-like structures in the mouse brain within, depending on the model, 

1.5 - 12 months. Although these models recapitulate plaque development and varying 

degrees of functional impairment, there is a general lack of NFT pathology and large-

scale neuronal loss (Hsiao et al., 1995, Lalonde et al., 2005, Verret et al., 2012). 

Extensive efforts to induce p-tau deposition resulted in multiple-transgene models, e.g. 

the 3xTg model that overexpresses APP, presenilin and mutant tau (Oddo et al., 2003). 

Although this strategy succeeded to recapitulate both major AD pathologies, it is 

unsuitable to illuminate the connection between amyloid and p-tau pathologies as 

mutant tau overexpression is sufficient to drive tauopathy in mouse models. The 

underlying problem of mouse models for AD is the substantial physiological difference 

between mice and humans, especially in regard of tau physiology. Wild-type mice do not 

develop AD or similar pathologies, and mouse Aβ is less aggregation-prone than its 

human homolog (Nalivaeva et al., 2013). Similarly, mouse tau is not subject to complex 

splicing and numerous isoforms, and many AD-relevant human tau isoforms are highly 

neurotoxic in mouse models (Schoch et al., 2016). Accordingly, AD mouse models have 

a devastating track record of predictive validity for human AD therapies. No curative 

treatment and only a handful of agents for short-term symptom suppression have been 

discovered despite hundreds of candidates entering into clinical trials (Cummings et al., 

2014). In 2017, over 100 drugs were in clinical trials, 28 out of which had progressed 

phase III (Cummings et al., 2017, Umar et al., 2017).  
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 2D and 3D cell culture models 1.2.2.

 

 

Figure 1.4 Familial AD mutations increase Aβ release and enrichment in 3D cultures 
(A) Autosomal dominant mutations in the APP and Presenilin-1 genes lead to AD by increasing BACE1 
cleavage propensity of the APP peptide and shifting the preferred Aβ isoform from 40 to 42. (B) 
Embedding of neuronal cultures in a 3D matrix prevents Aβ removal during medium change, leading to 
local enrichment of Aβ in the neuronal vicinity. 
 

Compared to mouse models, cell culture models of AD offer considerable advantages, 

but also significant drawbacks. First, cell culture models can be established in the 

human system, avoiding many of the above-mentioned physiological pitfalls. However, 

the downside is the utter removal of the physiologic environment, i.e. tissue architecture, 

supporting cells, immune, metabolic and hormonal influences and so on. Still, cell 

culture models enable picking apart single components of complex systems, one 

interaction at a time, and offer the option to increase complexity by addition of more 

system components, such as other cell types. Most in vitro cell culture relies on cells 

adhering to a stiff, flat scaffold with one half of their surface area, while the other half is 

exposed to media. The technique is straightforward and has served well in uncounted 

cytological studies since its introduction in the early twentieth century. Cells in 2D culture 

systems continue their basic metabolic functions, divide, react to stimulants and toxins 

and so on, but many in vivo characteristics remain elusive. For example, neurons exhibit 

“neuronal” morphology, show electric activity and form synapses, but mature slowly in 

2D (Liedmann et al., 2012, Zhang et al., 2016). Astrocytes fail to achieve their typical 

morphological complexity and express markers of reactive gliosis (East et al., 2009, 

Placone et al., 2015). Thus, 2D culture environments cannot fully replicate function or 
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architecture. Even more problematic for disease modeling of extracellular pathologies is 

the lack of ECM-like structures to capture secreted pathogenic material. Instead, it 

dilutes into the supernatant and is removed during medium change (Choi et al., 2014). 

Accordingly, while 2D model systems could successfully recapitulate a subset of AD 

features (Aβ aggregation, p-tau, degeneration), they miss fully differentiated hallmarks 

(e.g. large aggregates, neuritic plaques, NFTs) (Mertens et al., 2013). 

3D culture techniques aim to circumvent these challenges by providing middle ground 

between 2D systems and tissue culture. Condensing small clumps of precursor cells 

until cell-cell contacts form establishes small, self-contained spheroids. So-called 

aggregate cultures can be subdivided into embryoid bodies, neurospheres and 

organoids. Embryoid bodies derive from free-floating (or gel-embedded) PSC 

aggregates and contain differentiated tissues from all germ layers with high variation 

(Simunovic et al., 2017). Aggregating NSCs or young neurons generates neurospheres 

(Jensen et al., 2006). Finally, organoids undergo directed differentiation into e.g. the 

CNS fate, but are then left to self-organize (Lancaster et al., 2015). The typical cellular 

diversity and complex architecture of tissues is only present in organoids, e.g. inside-out 

development of cortical layers. In contrast to the methods above, matrix 3D cultures are 

more reductionist. Still, embedding cells in a gel to form relatively homogenous layers 

enables authentic cell morphology, cell-cell interactions, and provides a flexible scaffold 

that can be remodeled or supplemented as needed (Chandrasekaran et al., 2017, 

Liedmann et al., 2012).  

A 3D matrix model of AD has been prominently used to capture major disease hallmarks 

in 2014 by differentiating immortalized human NSC-like cells (ReN cell VM) while 

overexpressing APPSwe/Lon and PS1-ΔE9 mutant proteins (Choi et al., 2014). In the 

RenVM model, Aβ deposits formed within seven weeks and p-tau pathology developed 

after 17 weeks. The model displayed only minute changes to cell viability, though, and 

since RenVM cell-derived neurons do not form properly functional synapses, network 

activity could not be assayed. Nonetheless, Choi and colleagues demonstrated the 

feasibility of in vitro AD modeling and successfully showed the efficacy of Aβ-reducing 

drugs in preventing both Aβ and p-tau pathology, thus confirming the amyloid cascade 

hypothesis (Selkoe et al., 2016). Recently, the RenVM model has been employed in a 

proof-of-concept spheroid-based high-throughput screening platform by aggregating 
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FAD-transgenic RenVM cells in custom 96-well plates (Jorfi et al., 2018). It has also 

been used to probe the importance of the Aβ42:Aβ40 ratio, a major predictor of Aβ 

pathogenicity (Kwak et al., 2020.) The modularity of gel matrix cultures also allows for 

inclusion of e.g. foreign materials like Aβ aggregates to study kinase pathways (Zhang 

et al., 2014). Conversely, attempts to model AD in 2D cultures were not able to 

recapitulate plaque-like amyloid deposition and p-tau pathology in a comprehensive 

fashion, although studies in trisomy 21 iPSC-derived neurons found small-scale amyloid 

deposition when focusing on clumps of neural cell bodies (Shi et al., 2012). This 

validates the hypothesis behind creating high-density matrix 3D models for extracellular 

aggregate pathologies, i.e. secreted proteins, like Aβ, accumulate locally and cross the 

threshold of aggregate formation (D’Avanzo et al., 2015). Examples like these show the 

adaptability and complementarity of 3D culture systems for basic research, model 

development and screening setups. 

 

1.3.  Human induced pluripotent stem cells 

 

Figure 1.5 iPSCs in Alzheimer’s disease modeling and drug target discovery 
Induced pluripotent stem cell technology enabled robust access to neural cells from disease-affected and 
control individuals. Somatic cells can be reprogrammed using the transcription factors OCT4, SOX2, KLF4 
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and C-MYC. Reprogrammed iPSCs can be genetically modified to express transgenes. Following 
differentiation into mature neurons, transgene-expressing cells can be compared to non-expressing 
controls. Phenotypic differences are characterized and used to identify target candidates for drug 
discovery, ideally culminating in new therapeutic approaches. Modified from Shi et al., 2017. 

 

 

The advent of reprogramming technology brought about an enormous increase in the 

usefulness of stem cell-based techniques for disease modeling. Starting from 

Waddington’s epigenetic landscape, the team of Shinya Yamanaka managed to drive 

adult fibroblasts back to the earliest stages of development by overexpression of the four 

transcription factors OCT4, KLF4, SOX2 and C-MYC (OKSM) first in mouse and later in 

human fibroblasts (Takahashi et al., 2007, 2006). The OKSM cocktail serves as 

pioneering factors that open up heterochromatin and jumpstart the establishment of the 

central network of self-promoting pluripotency factors NANOG, OCT4 and SOX2 

(Chambers et al., 2009). Given appropriate conditions, these cells can be cultured 

almost indefinitely, similar to human embryonic stem (hES) cells, while expressing a 

classical set of pluripotency markers like OCT4, NANOG, SSEA3, SSEA4, TRA-1-60 

and TRA-1-81 (Yu et al., 2007). The major benefit of the reprogramming approach over 

hES cell harvesting is twofold. First, the technique can be performed on easily 

accessible adult donor cells, e.g. fibroblasts, nucleated blood cells, urinary tract 

epithelial cells, thus no embryos have to be harvested and the associated ethical issues 

do not come to bear. Second, iPSC technology can specifically address patients. Thus, 

early or highly penetrant disorders like developmental defects are well-suited for iPSC-

based disease modeling (Peitz et al., 2013, Karagiannis et al., 2019). Yet, even without 

immediately apparent patient-specific phenotypes, iPSCs provide a high-quality 

resource for differentiation of target cell populations like neural stem cells (NSCs). 

Furthermore, the clonogenic potential of iPSCs makes them highly useful for genome 

editing, with the major risk of promoting aberrant clones, so that clone-based quality 

control of genomic integrity and pluripotency are required (Shi et al., 2017).  
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1.4.  Long-term self-renewing neuroepithelial-like stem (lt-NES) cells 

 

Neural stem cells are an intermediary step during differentiation from pluripotent stem 

cells to postmitotic neurons. Long-term self-renewing neuroepithelial-like stem (lt-NES) 

cells are an NSC population derived from human PSCs that match these characteristics 

(Falk et al., 2012, Koch et al., 2009). Like other tissue stem cell populations, lt-NES cells 

offer a range of advantages as a starting platform for terminal differentiation compared 

to PSCs (Elkabetz et al., 2008). First and foremost, any differentiation time used to 

establish the lt-NES does not need to be spent again for future terminal differentiations 

since many lt-NES lines can be expanded, quality controlled and banked. Second, a 

well-defined lt-NES pool is already lineage restricted and less prone to variability in the 

final cell population, giving rise to a more standardized outcome (Peitz et al., 2013, 

Sproul et al., 2014). 

Lt-NES are restricted to the three major CNS lineages, i.e. neurons, astrocytes and 

oligodendrocytes, but strongly prefer neuronal differentiation over the other two. When 

differentiated, approximately 80 % of the cells become neurons, while 20 % turn into 

astrocytes. Notably, the differentiation dynamic is temporally controlled. Neurons are 

born almost exclusively during the first two weeks of differentiation; astrocytes later arise 

from persisting NSCs. For example, radial glia-like cells (GFAP+TUBB3+) occur 

sporadically in seven-weeks-old cultures (Gorris et al., 2015). The resulting cells are 

dominantly GABAergic and glutamatergic and exhibit a mid-hindbrain border identity as 

shown by the expression of corresponding HOX genes (Koch et al., 2009). Sporadically, 

serotonergic and dopaminergic neurons are generated. Lt-NES-derived neurons form 

synapses and reach functional maturity after 6 weeks in vitro differentiation (Koch et al., 

2011). 

 

1.5.  Genome editing 

 

In the early days of mouse genetics, site-directed transgene insertion was achieved by 

cloning the gene of interest between large overlapping regions flanking the target site 

and hoping for random double-strand breaks to induce homologous repair mechanisms. 

Even though this technique can be optimized by positive (e.g. neomycin resistance) and 
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negative selection (e.g. thymidine kinase cassette) of candidate clones, the overall 

efficiency is extremely low (Bouabe et al., 2013). Newer techniques like zinc-finger 

nucleases (ZFNs), transcription activator-like effector nucleases (TALENs) or CRISPR-

Cas9 combine targeted DNA binding domains with nucleases to efficiently induce DNA 

breaks in a site-specific manner and thus dramatically promote homologous 

recombination events (Jinek et al., 2013, Joung et al., 2013, Urnov et al., 2010). 

TALENs derive their binding specificity from an array of modular microdomains, each 

specific to a particular base triplet (Joung et al., 2013). Thus, a TALEN can be cloned to 

specifically bind almost any DNA sequence. However, causing double-strand breaks 

using any of the techniques above carries the risk of random genomic changes. Most 

importantly, the faster and simpler non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) mechanism can 

supersede homologous recombination. Also, double-strand breaks are occasionally 

introduced in unintended, so-called off-target sites (Zhang et al., 2015). Recent 

developments have therefore turned away from nucleases in favor of “nickases”, 

enzymes that only introduce single-strand breaks (Ran et al., 2013). Two single-strand 

breaks, positioned close together, have been shown to stimulate homologous 

recombination similar to a double-strand break, but without the risk of NHEJ 

mutagenesis (Zhang et al., 2015). On top, using two nickases requires targeting two 

specific DNA sequences, drastically reducing off-target effects. 

 

1.6.  Genomic “safe harbor” sites 

 

Transgene insertion is a commonly used and highly relevant technology for expression 

of foreign proteins or heightened expression of endogenous proteins in cell culture. In 

contrast to transient transfection approaches, transgene insertion relies on integrating 

exogenous DNA sequences into the host genome. Evolutionary, viruses have employed 

this method with great success, so infection with engineered retro- or lentiviruses can 

reliably insert a sequence of interest into eukaryotic genomes (Vargas et al., 2016). For 

the purpose of precision genome engineering, this approach comes with two major 

hurdles: Insertional mutagenesis and transgene silencing. Insertional mutagenesis 

occurs when the transgene is inserted into a genomic region that already contains 

protein-coding or otherwise functionally important sequences. Thus, genes can be 
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disrupted or altered, leading to phenotypic artifacts from the insertion. Transgene 

silencing, on the other hand, is a eukaryotic defense mechanism against expression of 

viral transgenes, an effect that is especially pronounced in iPSCs (Hoffmann et al., 2017, 

Hotta et al., 2008). Silencing is achieved by blocking transcription from the affected 

region via methylation of the foreign DNA sequence, leaving an inert stretch that can 

mutate and e.g. form new genes over evolutionary timeframes. Nonetheless, these 

defenses pose a problem when strong long-term transgene expression is required. 

Unsurprisingly, a workaround has evolved in viruses as well, most prominently in adeno-

associated virus (AAV). Rare regions in the eukaryotic genome are protected from 

silencing, so-called “safe harbor” sites (Papapetrou et al., 2016). In humans, the most 

widely used safe-harbor locus is the adeno-associated virus type 2 integration site 1 

(AAVS1) (Qian et al., 2014). AAVS1 is located in the PPP1R12C gene, a regulatory 

subunit of protein phosphatase 1. Although interference with the locus is generally non-

pathogenic, as is non-reproductive AAV2 infection, it is strongly protected from 

methylation (Nault et al., 2016, Owens, 2002). Thus, specific transgene insertion into 

AAVS1 yields consistent expression over long time periods, especially during 

neurodifferentiation (Qian et al., 2014). When starting from iPSCs, transgene integration 

can be screened for in single clones for highly standardized, homogeneous expression. 
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1.7.  Aim of the thesis  

 

It is a well-established view that the full extent of the human AD pathology and its 

mechanistic underpinnings are very difficult to study using existing AD animal models or 

transformed human cells. Thus, new models are needed that reflect the features and 

progression of AD pathology while remaining as close as possible to authentic human 

physiology. This project aimed to establish an authentic neural 3D-matrix model of 

Alzheimer’s disease based on non-transformed human neurons. Control iPSCs had to 

be genetically engineered to inducibly express FAD variants of APP and PS-1 from the 

AAVS1 genomic safe-harbor locus in order to circumvent expression strength and 

stability issues reported for vector systems with random integration. Then, a neural stem 

cell population (lt-NES cells) had to be generated to serve as a standardized platform for 

neuronal differentiation in three-dimensional gel matrix cultures for extended periods to 

promote pathogenic Aβ accumulation.  

The first major aim of this thesis was to analyze Aβ generation and accumulation in 

matured cultures, and potential aggregates should be compared to published reports of 

in vivo amyloid deposits. To this end, ELISA analyses, immunolabeling, 

autofluorescence and amyloid dyes should be tested in the 3D culture setting to 

determine amyloid properties. Second, to confirm the amyloid cascade hypothesis, the 

potential presence of p-tau pathology had to be determined, and, if possible, 

characterized. Neurons had to be analyzed for evidence of increased tau 

phosphorylation and dyslocalization, as well as dystrophy. Finally, metabolic and viability 

parameters should be illuminated, e.g. mitochondrial health and neuronal degeneration, 

both key AD features. As all putative phenotypes are hypothesized to be Aβ-dependent, 

pharmacological inhibition of Aβ generation should be employed to verify that 

hypothesis. 
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2. Materials und Methods 
 

2.1.  Antibodies 

 

Primary antibodies 

Antibody name Target Host Dilution 
ICC 

Dilution  
WB 

Supplier 

6E10 Aβ ms 1:200 1:500 BioLegend 
AT8 p-tau ms 1:1000 1:500 ThermoFisher 
cCas3 cCas3 rb 1:300  CellSignaling 
Complex IV Complex IV ms   Abcam 
D54D2 Aβ rb 1:1000  CellSignaling 
DACH1 DACH1 rb 1:500  Protein Tech 
GABA GABA rb 1:500  Sigma 
GFAP GFAP rb 1:1000  Millipore 
MC-1 p-tau (aggr.) ms 1:50  Peter Davies 
NESTIN NESTIN rb 1:100  Novus 

Biologicals 
Neurofilament Neurofilament rb 1:1000  Abcam 
PAX6 PAX6 rb 1:50  Covance 
PLZF PLZF ms 1:500  R&D Systems 
SOX2 SOX2 ms 1:100  R&D Systems 
SSEA4 SSEA4 ms 1:300  DSHB 
TOM20 TOM20 ms 1:2000  Abcam 
Total 
OXPHOS 
Rodent WB 
antibody 
cocktail 

CI-NDUFB8 
CII-30kDa  
CIII-Core 
protein 2  
CIV subunit I 
CV α-subunit 

ms   Abcam 

TRA-1-81 TRA-1-81 ms 1:500  Millipore 
TUJ1 TUBB3 ms 1:1000  Covance 
ZO-1 ZO-1 rb 1:100  Invitrogen 

 

Secondary antibodies 

Antibody  Dye Host Dilution ICC Dilution WB Supplier 
α-rb IgG Alexa 488 goat 1:1000 - Life technologies 
α-rb IgG Alexa 647 goat 1:500 - Life technologies 
α-ms IgG Alexa 488 goat 1:1000 - Life technologies 
α-ms IgG Alexa 647 goat 1:500 - Life technologies 
α-rb IgG HRP goat - 1:1000 Cell Signaling 
α-ms IgG HRP goat - 1:1000 Cell Signaling 
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2.2.  Chemicals 

 

Chemical Supplier Registered Office 
2-Mercaptoethanol  Life technologies  Carlsbad, USA  
Accutase Stem cell tech Cologne, Germany 
Acetic acid Roth Karlsruhe, Germany 
Agar  Roth  Karlsruhe, Germany  
Agarose  PEQLAB  Erlangen, Germany  
Amaxa nucleofector kit V Lonza Santa Clara, USA 
Ampicillin  Sigma  Deisenhofen, Germany  
Ampuwa (sterile water) Fresenius Bad Homburg, Germany 
AmyTracker 630 Ebba Biotech Stockholm, Sweden 
B-27 supplement  Life technologies  Carlsbad, USA  
Bromphenol blue Sigma Deisenhofen, Germany 
BSA  Sigma  Deisenhofen, Germany  
Congo red Sigma Deisenhofen, Germany  
DAPT Axon MedChem Groeningen, Netherlands 
Dispase Sigma Deisenhofen, Germany  
DMEM high glucose  Life technologies  Carlsbad, USA  
DMEM/F12 (1:1)  Life technologies  Carlsbad, USA  
DMSO  Sigma  Deisenhofen, Germany  
DNA ladder (100bp)  New England Biolabs  Frankfurt, Germany  
DNA ladder (1kb)  New England Biolabs  Frankfurt, Germany  
DNA loading buffer (10x)  New England Biolabs  Frankfurt, Germany  
DNase  CellSystems  St. Katharinen, Germany  
Doxycycline hyclate Sigma  Deisenhofen, Germany  
EDTA  Sigma  Deisenhofen, Germany  
EGF R&D Systems Wiesbaden, Germany 
EGTA Roth Karlsruhe, Germany 
Ethanol  Roth  Karlsruhe, Germany  
Ethidium bromide  Sigma  Deisenhofen, Germany  
FCS  PAN Biotech  Aidenbach, Germany  
FGF2  R&D systems  Wiesbaden, Germany  
Geltrex Thermo Scientific Waltham, MA, USA 
Glucose  Sigma  Deisenhofen, Germany  
Glycerol  Roth  Karlsruhe, Germany  
Insulin  Sigma  Deisenhofen, Germany  
Isopropanol  Roth  Karlsruhe, Germany  
Knockout-DMEM  Life technologies  Carlsbad, USA  
L755507 Sigma  Deisenhofen, Germany  
L-Glutamine  Life technologies  Carlsbad, USA  
LAAP Sigma Deisenhofen, Germany 
Laminin  Sigma  Deisenhofen, Germany  
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Chemical Supplier Registered Office 
Methanol  Roth  Karlsruhe, Germany  
Methoxy-X04 Cayman Chemical Hamburg, Germany 
MgCl2  Life technologies  Carlsbad, USA  
Milk powder (low fat) Roth Karlsruhe, Germany 
Mowiol  Merck  Darmstadt, Germany  
N2 supplement Thermo scientific Waltham, MA, USA 
NaHCO3  Sigma  Deisenhofen, Germany  
Non-essential amino 
acids  Life technologies  Carlsbad, USA  

Neurobasal medium Life technologies  Carlsbad, USA  
Paraformaldehyde  Sigma  Deisenhofen, Germany  
PBS  Life technologies  Carlsbad, USA  
Poly-ornithine  Sigma  Deisenhofen, Germany  
Puromycin  Sigma  Deisenhofen, Germany  
RO4929097 Selleckchem Munich, Germany 
Serum replacement  Life technologies  Carlsbad, USA  
Sodium azide  Sigma  Deisenhofen, Germany  
Sodium chloride Roth Karlsruhe, Germany 
Sodium deoxycholate Sigma Deisenhofen, Germany 
Sodium dodecyl sulphate Roth Karlsruhe, Germany 
Sodium pyruvate  Life technologies  Carlsbad, USA  
Sodium selenite Sigma Deisenhofen, Germany 
StemMACS iPS-Brew 
XF(Stembrew) Miltenyi Biotec Bergisch Gladbach, 

Germany 
Streptomycin  Sigma  Deisenhofen, Germany  
TGFβ1 PeproTech Hamburg, Germany 
Thioflavin T Sigma Deisenhofen, Germany 
Transferrin Sigma Deisenhofen, Germany 
Tris  Merck  Darmstadt, Germany  
Triton-X-100  Sigma  Deisenhofen, Germany  
Trypan blue  Life technologies  Carlsbad, USA  
Trypsin-EDTA (10x)  Life technologies  Carlsbad, USA  
Trypsin inhibitor Thermo scientific Waltham, MA, USA 
Tryptone  Roth  Karlsruhe, Germany  
Tween-20 BIO-RAD Munich, Germany 
Xylene cyanol Sigma Deisenhofen, Germany 
Yeast extract  Roth  Fürth, Germany  

 

2.3.  Equipment 

Device Name Manufacturer Registered office 
Autoclave  D-150  Systec  Wettenberg, Germany  
Balance  LA310S BL610 

BP2100S  
Sartorius  Goettingen, Germany  
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Device Name Manufacturer Registered office 
Block heater  Thermomixer 

compact  
Eppendorf  Hamburg, Germany  

Centrifuges and 
rotors  

Megafuge 1.0R 
Rotor #2704 Rotor 
BS4402/A  

Heraeus  Hanau, Germany  

Centrifuges and 
rotors  

RC 26 PLUS 
RC5B PLUS Rotor 
SS-34 Rotor SLA-
3000  

Sorvall  Newtown, USA  

Chemiluminescence 
detection  

ChemiDoc XRS  BIO-RAD  Munich, Germany  

Confocal 
microscope 

Olympus IX81 
FluoView FV1000 

Olympus Hamburg, Germany 

Counting chamber Fuchs-Rosenthal Faust Halle, Germany 
FACS FACSCalibur  BD 

Biosciences  
San Jose, USA  

Fluorescence 
microscope  

Axiovert 40 CFL  Carl Zeiss  Jena, Germany  

Freezer -80°C  Hera freeze  Heraeus  Hanau, Germany  
Freezer -150°C MDF-C2156VAN-

PE 
Panasonic Hamburg, Germany 

Gel electrophoresis 
chamber  

Agagel  Biometra  Goettingen, Germany  

Gel electrophoresis 
documentation  

GelDoc  BIO-RAD  Munich, Germany  

High-content 
fluorescence 
microscope 

IN Cell Analyzer GE Healthcare Munich, Germany 

Horizontal hood  Hera guard  Hereaus  Hanau, Germany  
Incubator  HERAcell 150 

OV3  
Heraeus 
Biometra  

Hanau, Germany  
Goettingen, Germany  

Incubator shaker  innova 4300  
Innova 44  

New 
Brunswick 
Scientific  

Nuertingen, Germany  

Inverse light 
microscope  

Axiovert 40C  Carl Zeiss  Jena, Germany  

Liquid nitrogen store  MVE 611 
K Series 
Cryostorage 
System  

Chart 
Industries 
Taylor-
Wharton  

Burnsville, USA  
 
Husum, Germany  

Live cell imaging 
microscope  

Axiovert 200M 
Camera: Prog Res 
C14  
UV-lamp: Ebq 100  

Zeiss  
Jenoptik  
Zeiss  

Jena, Germany 

Magnetic stirrer    Stuart 
Scientific  

Staffordshire, UK  
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Device Name Manufacturer Registered office 
Microwave  Microwave 800  Severin  Sundern, Germany  
Nucleofection Nucleofector IIb Lonza Basel, Switzerland 
pH-meter  HI 9321  HANNA 

Instruments  
Kehl am Rhein, 
Germany  

Pipette set  Labmate  Abimed  Langenfeld, Germany  
Pipetting aid  Accu-Jet  Brand  Wertheim, Germany  
Plate reader Envision 2104 Perkin-Elmer Krakow, Poland 
Power supply 
electrophoresis  

Standard Power 
Pack P25  

Biometra  Goettingen, Germany  

Power supply SDS-
PAGE  

POWER PAC 200  BIO-RAD  Munich, Germany  

Refrigerators/ 
freezers 4°C, -20°C  

G 2013 Comfort 
HERAfreeze  

Liebherr 
Heraeus  

Lindau Hanau, 
Germany  

SDS PAGE 
chamber  

Novex Mini-Cell  Life 
technologies  Carlsbad, USA  

Shaker  Roto Shake Genie  Scientific 
Industries  

New York, USA  

Stereo microscope  STEMI 2000-C,  Carl Zeiss  Goettingen, Germany  
Sterile laminar flow 
hood  

HERAsafe  Heraeus  Hanau, Germany  

Table centrifuges  Centrifuge 5415R 
BIOFUGE pico  
Galaxy Mini  
Spectrafuge Mini  

Eppendorf 
Heraeus VWR  
Labnet  

Hamburg, Germany  
Hanau, Germany  
Darmstadt, Germany  
Berkshire, UK  

Thermocycler  T3 Thermocycler  Biometra  Goettingen, Germany  
Ultracentrifuge  Discovery 90SE 

Sarespin 630  
Sorvall  Newtown, USA  

UV table  Syngene GVM 20  Synoptics LTD Cambridge, UK  
Vacuum pump  Vacuubrand 

PC2004 Vario  
Brand  Wertheim, Germany  

Vortexer  Vortex Genie 2  Scientific 
Industries  

New York, USA  

Waterbath  WB14  Memmert  Schwabach, Germany  
Western blot 
chamber  

Mini-PROTEAN 3 
Cell  

BIO-RAD  Munich, Germany  

 

2.4.  Molecular biology reagents 

 

Bacteria 

Strain Usage 
E. coli DH5α Plasmid amplification 
E. coli OneShot TOP10 Plasmid amplification 
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LB medium 

Component Concentration 
H2O  
Tryptone 10 g/l 
Yeast extract 5 g/l 
NaCl 5 g/l 
Procedure: Autoclave and store at 4°C 

 
LB Agar 

Component Concentration 
H2O  
Tryptone 10 g/l 
Yeast extract 5 g/l 
NaCl 5 g/l 
Agar 10 g/l 
Procedure: Autoclave and store at 4°C 

 

Plasmid preparation 

Application Manufacturer Registered office 
Plasmid Maxi Prep  Macherey-Nagel  Düren, Germany  
PureLink Quick Plasmid Mini  Life technologies  Carlsbad, USA  

 

Restriction enzymes 

Enzyme Manufacturer Registered office 
Restriction endonucleases New England Biolabs Frankfurt, Germany  
Benzonase Novagen Darmstadt, 

Germany 
 

 

Agarose gel loading dye 

Component Concentration 
H2O 50 % 
Glycerol 50 % 
Bromophenol blue 1:200 
Xylene cyanol 1:200 

Storage: 1 year at 4°C 
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TAE buffer 

Component Concentration 
H2O  
Tris base 4.85 g/l 
Glacial acetic acid 1.15 ml/l 
EDTA 1 mM 

Storage: 14 days at room temperature 

 

RIPA base buffer 

Component Concentration 
H2O  
Triton X-100 1 % 
Na-deoxycholate 0.5 % 
Tris (pH 8) 10 mM 
Benzonase 1 % 

Storage: 1 year at -20°C; add Benzonase fresh  

 

RIPA supplement (10x) 

Component Concentration 
H2O  
SDS 20 % 
EDTA 50 mM 
EGTA 10 mM 

Storage: 1 year at -20°C  

 

TBS-Tween 

Component Concentration 
H2O  
Tris (pH 7.5)  20 mM 
NaCl 150 mM 
Tween-20 0.1 % 

Storage: 3 months at room temperature  
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Western transfer buffer 

Component Concentration 
H2O  
Tris base  25 mM 
Glycerol 150 mM 
Methanol 15 % 

Storage: 3 months at 4°C  

 

Western blocking buffer 

Component Concentration 
TBS-T  
Low-fat milk powder  10 % 

Storage: Prepare fresh; filter through cell strainer before use  

 

Western phospho-protein blocking buffer 

Component Concentration 
TBS-T  
BSA 5 % 

Storage: Prepare fresh; filter through cell strainer before use  

 

Antibody buffer 

Component Concentration 
TBS-T  
Low-fat milk powder  5 % 

Storage: Prepare fresh; filter through cell strainer before use  

 

Detection reagents 

Reagent Manufacturer Registered office 
Luminata Classico Western HRP 
Substrate  Millipore  Schwalbach, 

Germany  
Luminata Crescendo Western HRP 
Substrate  Millipore  Schwalbach, 

Germany  
SuperSignal West Femto 
Maximum Sensitivity Substrate  Thermo Scientific  Waltham, MA, USA  
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2.5.  Primers 

 

Primers were designed using either the primer3 or NEBuilder web applications. Upon 

arrival, lyophylized primers were reconstituted to 100 µM in H2O. Unless noted 

otherwise, PCRs were run with a final primer concentration of 130 nM. 

 

 

Primer name Sequence [annealing bases capitalized] 
APOE seq fwd ACTGACCCCGGTGGCGGAGGA 
APOE seq rv CAGGCGTATCTGCTGGGCCTGCTC 
AAVS1 site wt seq fwd TGCTTTCTTTGCCTGGACAC 
AAVS1 site wt seq rv CACCAGGATCAGTGAAACGC 
imAP insert fwd tcctaccctcgtaaagATGCTGCCCGGTTTGGCA 
imAP insert rv caggctagccatatgaCTACTTGTACAGCTCGTCCATGCC 
im insert fwd tcctaccctcgtaaagCCGCCCCTCTCCCTCCCC 
im insert rv caggctagccatatgaTTACTTGTACAGCTCGTCCATGCCG 
AAVS1 ins val fwd ACCAACGCCGACGGTATCAG 
AAVS1 ins val rv CAGACCCTTGCCCTGGTGGT 
AAVS1 3' ins val fwd TACCACCGATTCTATGCCCC 
AAVS1 3' ins val rv AGGATGCAGGACGAGAAACA 
imAP lig val fwd ACCAACTTTCCGTACCACTTC 
imAP lig val rv GCAGGCCAGCATTACCATC 
im lig val fwd GGGCCATTTACCGTAAGTTATGT 
im lig val rv GATGAACTCGCCGTCTTGC   

 

 

2.6.  Software 

Purpose Name Company / Maintainer Office 
Image processing Adobe Photoshop 

CS6 
Adobe Systems Berkeley, USA 

  FIJI Wayne Rasband   
 Grid stitching 

plugin 
Stephan Preibisch  

 NeuronJ plugin Erik Meijering  
  AxioVision Carl Zeiss Jena, Germany 
  Olympus Fluoview Olympus Corporation Hamburg, 

Germany 
  IN Cell Analyzer GE Healthcare Freiburg, 

Germany 
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Primer design primer3 http://primer3.ut.ee/   
  IDT OligoAnalyzer http://eu.idtdna.com/calc/

analyzer 
  

  RNAfold http://rna.tbi.univie.ac.at/c
gi-bin/RNAWebSuite/RNA 
fold.cgi 

  

  NEBuilder http://nebuilder.neb.com/   
DNA cloning SerialCloner Serial Basics   
DNA sequencing SerialCloner Serial Basics   
  ApE U. of Utah, Wayne Davis Salt Lake City, 

USA 
SNP analysis Genome Studio Illumina Inc. San Diego, 

USA 
Blot documentation QuantityOne Bio-Rad Munich, 

Germany 
Blot quantification FIJI Wayne Rasband   
Gel documentation QuantityOne Bio-Rad Munich, 

Germany 
Spectroscopy NanoDrop 2000 / 

2000c 
ThermoFisher Waltham, USA 

Figure design Adobe Illustrator 
CS6 

Adobe Systems Berkeley, USA 

Text processing Microsoft Word Microsoft Corporation Redmond, USA 
Table processing Microsoft Excel Microsoft Corporation Redmond, USA 
Reference library Mendeley Elsevier Amsterdam,       

Netherlands 
Statistical analysis R / RStudio The R project   
Plotting R / RStudio The R project   

 

2.7.  Plastic consumables 

Consumable Manufacturer Registered office 
Cellsieve Cell Strainer 40 µm BD Biosciences Heidelberg, Germany 
Centrifuge tubes Beckman Krefeld, Germany 
Cryovials 1 ml / 2 ml Nunc Wiesbaden, Germany 
Millicell culture inserts 24-well 0.4 
µm 

Millipore Schwalbach, 
Germany 

Novex Sharp Prestained Protein 
Standards 

Life technologies Carlsbad, USA  

NuPAGE 3-8 % Tris-Acetate gel Life technologies Carlsbad, USA  
NuPAGE 4-12 % Bis-Tris gel Life technologies Carlsbad, USA  
PCR Softtubes (0,2 ml) Biozym Scientific Oldendorf, Germany 
Petri dishes BD Biosciences Heidelberg, Germany 
PVDF membranes BIO-RAD Munich, Germany 
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Seahorse XF24 culture plate Agilent Santa Clara, USA 
Serological pipettes BD Biosciences Heidelberg, Germany 
Stericup filtration unit Millipore Schwalbach, 

Germany 
Syringe filter 0.2 µm PALL Dreieich, Germany 
Syringe filter 0.45 µm Whatman Schleicher 

& Schuell 
Dassel, Germany 

Syringes BD Biosciences Heidelberg, Germany 
Tissue Culture dishes Nunc Wiesbaden, Germany 
µClear F-bottom 96-well Greiner Monroe, USA 

 

2.8.  Cell culture reagents 

 

Glucose stock solution (100x) 

Component Concentration 
DMEM/F12  
Glucose 16 g/l 

 

 PBS-EDTA 

Component Concentration 
D-PBS  
EDTA 0.5 mM 

 

 Trypsin 

Component Concentration 
D-PBS 90 % 
10x Trypsin-EDTA stock 10 % 

 

 Geltrex 

Component Concentration 
DMEM/F12  
Geltrex 1:90 / 1:30 

Incubation: >60 min at room temperature 

 

 

5 ml Geltrex stock vials were thawed on ice at 4°C overnight and aliquoted in 200 µl or 

600 µl portions in 2 ml cryotubes. The aliquots were stored at -20°C. 
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To coat plastic dishes and multi-well plates for iPSC cultivation, frozen aliquots were 

resuspended 1:90 in ice-cold DMEM/F12 medium. Appropriate volumes of the coating 

solution were distributed onto the dish / plate and incubated at room temperature for at 

least 30 min. For 2D neural differentiation, Geltrex was diluted 1:30 and the minimum 

incubation time extended to 1 h. Incubated plates can be used immediately or stored at 

4°C for up to two weeks.  

 

 Poly-L-ornithine 

Component Concentration 
ddH2O  
Poly-L-ornithine 15 µg/ml 

Incubation: >60 min at 37°C followed by 2x PBS wash 

 

 Laminin 

Component Concentration 
D-PBS  
Laminin 2 µg/ml 

Incubation: >60 min at 37°C or over night at 4°C 

 

E8 base medium 

Component Concentration 
DMEM/F12 w/ HEPES  
LAAP 64 µg/ml 
Transferrin 10 µg/ml 
Na-selenite 14 ng/ml 
Insulin 20 µg/ml 

Storage: 14 days at 4°C 

 

E8 medium 

Component Concentration 
E8 base medium  
TGF-β1 2 ng/ml 
bFGF 100 ng/ml 

Storage: 3 days at 4°C 
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 Stembrew medium 

Component Concentration 
StemMACS iPS-Brew XF basal medium  
StemMACS iPS-Brew XF 50x Supplement 1:50 

Storage: 14 days at 4°C 

 

iPSC freezing medium 

Component Concentration 
Serum replacement 90 % 
DMSO 10 % 

Storage: Prepare fresh for freezing; cool to 4°C 

  

N2 medium 

Component Concentration 
DMEM/F12  
N2 supplement 1:100 
Glucose stock solution (100x) 1:100 

Storage: 14 days at 4°C 

 

 Lt-NES medium 

Component Concentration 
N2 medium  
FGF 10 ng/ml 
EGF 10 ng/ml 
B27 1:1000 

Storage: 3 days at 4°C 

 

Lt-NES freezing medium 

Component Concentration 
KO Serum replacement 65 % 
N2 medium 25 % 
DMSO 10 % 

Storage: Prepare fresh for freezing; cool to 4°C 
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NGMC 

Component Concentration 
N2 medium 50 % 
Neurobasal medium 50 % 
Glutamine 1 mM 
B27 1:50 

Storage: 30 days at 4°C 

 

Antibiotics 

Antibiotic Stock concentration Solvent 
Ampicillin 100 mg/ml H2O 
Doxycycline 2 mg/ml H2O 
Puromycin 1 mg/ml H2O 

Storage: 6 months at -20°C 
 

2.9.  Vector cloning 

 Generation of construct fragments 2.9.1.

 
Construct fragments were designed in silico using the Serial Cloner software suite based 

on the RefSeq human reference genome sequences. To design and optimize primers for 

Gibson assembly, we utilized the NEBuilder tool followed by separate validation in IDT 

OligoAnalyzer and RNAfold (ssDNA parameters, university of Vienna). Primer designs 

were excluded in cases of substantial heterodimerization tendency or hairpin formation. 

To standardize primer pipetting, a “primer mix” was prepared in advance containing all 

primers for the respective reaction at 3.3 µM in H2O. 

 

PCR protocol 

Step Temperature Time Repeat ΔT 
1 98°C 300 s   
2 98°C 30 s   
3 65°C 30 s   
4 72°C 300 s Go to 2 x5 -1°C 
5 98°C 30 s   
6 58°C 30 s   
7 72°C 300 s Go to 5 x40  
8 4°C pause   
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 imAP construct 2.9.2.

 

The imAP construct was generated via amplification of the APPswe/lon-PS1dE9-

mCherry cassette from the lentiviral mAP construct (kind gift by Doo Yeon Kim) followed 

by Gibson assembly into the doxycycline-inducible AAVS1 targeting vector (kind gift by 

Su-Chun Zhang). Primer set: “imAP insert fwd” + “imAP insert rv”. DMSO was included 

as described in the experiment. 

 

Component Concentration Volume [25 µl reaction] 
H2O  15 µl (ad 25) 
Phusion GC buffer 5x 5 µl 
dNTPs 100 mM 2.5 µl 
DMSO 100 % 0.75 / 1.5 / 2.25 µl 
Template 100 ng/µl 1 µl 
Primer mix 3.3 µM 1 µl 
Phusion polymerase  0.25 µl 

 

 Component preparation 2.9.3.

 

For plasmid assembly, PCR products of the respective insert cassettes were purified by 

agarose gel electrophoresis on a 1 % gel in TAE buffer with ethidium bromide after 45 

min separation at 100 V. The plasmid backbone was acquired by treating the AAVS1-

GFP plasmid with MluI and SalI restriction enzymes (according to manufacturer's 

instructions) to remove the GFP open reading frame. Then, the backbone was purified 

by electrophoresis. Separated bands of interest were cut from the gel and purified using 

a QiaQuick gel extraction kit. 

 

 Gibson assembly 2.9.4.

 

Purified plasmid components were mixed with the HiFi DNA assembly Master Mix kit 

according to the manual and incubated for 1 h at 50°C. 
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 Bacterial transformation and culture 2.9.5.

 

For all bacterial transformation experiments, we used OneShot TOP10 chemically 

competent bacteria. After thawing on ice for 15 min, plasmid / assembly mix was added 

with careful stirring at <10 % of total bacteria volume and left to incubate for 30 min on 

ice. Then, a 45 s, 42°C heat shock was applied by suspending the tube in a waterbath. 

Next, bacteria were supplemented with 300 µl LB medium at room temperature and 

incubated on a shaker at 37°C for 1 h. Finally, the bacterial suspensions were either 

spread out on agar-amp plates or transferred to 5 ml / 200 ml flasks in LB medium with 

ampicillin for incubation over night at 37°C. 

Colonies that formed on plates were marked, transferred to a grid slot of a new agar-

amp plate for safekeeping at 4°C and used to inoculate a 5 ml LB tube for mini 

preparation. 

 

 Plasmid purification 2.9.6.

 

Plasmids were purified from bacteria via the Macherey-Nagel Mini and Maxi preparation 

kits according to the manufacturer’s instructions. 

 

 Plasmid validation 2.9.7.

 

Serial cloner’s “virtual digest” function predicts a specific band pattern based on an input 

sequence and selected restriction enzymes that can be easily compared to the results of 

agarose gel electrophoresis. The imAP plasmid could be validated by restriction analysis 

with AseI. Expected band sizes are 4.5 kb, 3.1 kb, 2.3 kb, 2 kb, 1.5 kb and 60 bp. 
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2.10. Cell culture 

 iPSC cultivation 2.10.1.

 

iPSCs were cultured in StemMACS iPS-Brew XF (Stembrew) medium on Geltrex-coated 

dishes (1:90) in a 37°C incubator at 5 % CO2. The cells grew as colonies and were 

allowed to grow until close to confluency with medium replacement every other day. 

Then, the supernatant was replaced with PBS-EDTA for ca. 4 min or until iPSC colonies 

exhibited visible “cracking”. Careful removal of the PBS-EDTA and vigorous washing 

with Stembrew resuspended small colonies that were transferred to a fresh Geltrex-

coated plate. The splitting ratio is flexible from 1:1 to 1:6 depending on required cell 

numbers and densities. 

iPSCs can be frozen by resuspending EDTA-dislodged cultures in iPSC freezing 

medium at 4°C and transferring the suspension into cryo tubes. After freezing at -80°C 

over night, cell stocks were transferred to -150°C for long-term storage. 

To thaw, iPSC stocks were liquefied in a 37°C water bath until minimal ice remained. 

Then, the complete stock was resuspended in room temperature Stembrew medium, 

transferred to a centrifugation tube and pelleted at 800 g for 3 min. Supernatants were 

discarded, while the cell pellet was resuspended in Stembrew with 10 µM ROCK 

inhibitor. The suspension was then seeded onto Geltrex-coated plates. 24 h later, 

medium was replaced with Stembrew. 

 

 DNA extraction, genotyping and sequencing 2.10.2.

 

For sequencing and SNP analysis, ca. 1x106 cell were collected after thawing, then 

pelleted at 5,000 g for 2 min. DNA was extracted using the QiaQuick blood and tissue kit 

according to the manufacturer’s instructions. 

For PCR genotyping, puromycin resistant colonies were picked from primary plates 

under a horizontal flow hood. Ca. 200 – 500 cells were transferred to a prepared PCR 

tube containing 30 µl of QuickExtract reagent. Afterwards, the PCR tubes were 

incubated at 65°C for 15 min and inactivated at 98°C for 8 min in a thermo cycler. The 

resulting lysate could be used immediately as PCR template. 
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 SNP analysis 2.10.3.

 

Purified DNA was supplied to the Institute of Human Genetics, University of Bonn, for 

chip-based analysis. Datasets were then evaluated using the Illumina Genome Studio 

software. All graphs show the logR ratio and b-allele frequency for each chromosome. 

 

 Differentation of iPSCs to lt-NES cells 2.10.4.

 

Lt-NES cells were derived according to the protocol in Roese-Koerner et al., 2016. 

Briefly, iPSC spheres were patterned towards a neuroectodermal fate using LDN (500 

nM) and SB431542 (5 µM) for six days. Next, spheres were plated on PO/fibronectin-

coated dishes with FGF for one week. Neural rosettes were dislodged using dispase and 

seeded on PO/ln-coated dishes.  

 

 Lt-NES cell cultivation 2.10.5.

 

Lt-NES cells were maintained at 37°C and 5 % CO2. To split, lt-NES medium was 

replaced with trypsin solution and incubated for 5 min at room temperature. Trypsin 

inhibitor was used to stop the reaction. Then, cells were rinsed off the dish, pelleted at 

800 g for 3 min and resuspended in lt-NES medium to be seeded on a new PO/Ln-

coated dish.  

Confluent lt-NES cultures could be frozen by resuspending the cell pellet (as described 

above) in ice-cold freezing medium for storage at either -80°C or -150°C. Thawing was 

achieved in a 37°C water bath until the medium started to liquefy. Room temperature N2 

medium was used to melt the remaining ice. The cells were then pelleted by 

centrifugation at 800 g for 3 min and resuspended in warm lt-NES medium and seeded 

onto a PO/ln-coated dish. 
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2.11. Differentiation of lt-NES cells 

 2D cultures 2.11.1.

 

2D differentiation was achieved by distributing 4x106 lt-NES cells on a Geltrex-coated 

(1:30) 3.5 cm dish (ca. 10 cm2) as described above. Two days after splitting, lt-NES 

medium was replaced with NGMC, followed by medium replacement every other day for 

the remaining culture period. Compounds like doxycycline or DAPT were added to the 

medium prior to replacement. 

 

 3D matrix cultures 2.11.2.

 

The 3D differentiation protocols were adapted from (Kim et al., 2015). For the gel matrix, 

Geltrex was thawed on ice and mixed with ice-cold lt-NES medium. Lt-NES cells were 

dislodged as described above, counted, and an appropriate number for the 3D culture 

was pelleted at 800 g for 3 min. After removal of the supernatant, the pellets were briefly 

cooled on ice and resuspended in the ice-cold Geltrex-medium mixture, followed by 

immediate transfer into the plate(s)/well(s). Thin-layer cultures were generated by 

embedding 2x105 lt-NES cells per well of a 96-well in 100 µl of a 10 % Geltrex in lt-NES 

medium suspension. For thick-layer cultures, 4x106 lt-NES cells per 24-well transwell 

insert were embedded in 200 µl of a 50 % Geltrex in lt-NES medium suspension. After 

one hour at 37°C, the wells could be filled up with lt-NES medium that was later 

replaced with NGMC on day 2. From then on, medium was replaced every other day. 

Compounds like doxycycline (1 µg / ml unless stated otherwise) or DAPT (10 µM) were 

added to the medium prior to replacement. 
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2.12. Generation and validation of targeted iPSC lines 

 Nucleofection of iPSCs 2.12.1.

 

Nucleofection mix 

Component Concentration 
Amaxa nucleofection buffer 82 % 
Amaxa nucleofection supplement 18 % 
TALEN L 0.5 µg / 100 µl 
TALEN R 0.5 µg / 100 µl 
Donor plasmid 4 µg / 100 µl 

 

iPSCs were nucleofected using the Amaxa cell line kit V. Cultures were prepared by 

addition of 10 µM ROCK inhibitor 1 h before dislodgement by PBS-EDTA as described 

in above. Centrifugation of 3-4x106 cells at 800 g for 3 min enabled complete 

supernatant removal. The pellet was then resuspended in 100 µl of nucleofection mix, 

transferred into a nucleofection cuvette and nucleofected using program B-023. 

Afterwards, the cell suspension was collected from the cuvette and distributed on a 

Geltrex-coated (1:90) 10 cm dish with Stembrew + 10 µM ROCK inhibitor + 5 µM 

L755507. 

During the first 72 h, medium was replaced daily with Stembrew + 10 µM ROCK 

inhibitor. Next, 0.3 µg/ml puromycin was added during daily medium changes for 5-14 

days, depending on the fraction of resistant cells. Upon formation of colonies containing 

ca. 300-1000 cells, colonies were partially picked. One half of a colony was transferred 

to a Geltrex-coated (1:90) 96-well plate, the other half was used for genotyping as 

described in above. Picked colonies were expanded to 6-well plates, SNP validated and 

cryopreserved for future use. 

 

 Genotyping PCR 2.12.2.

 

Transgene integration was validated by multiplex PCR in the AAVS1 locus. We 

designed a primer triplet for amplification of the wild-type AAVS1 sequence and / or part 

of the puromycin-resistance gene together with part of the AAVS1 locus. PCR products 
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were separated on a 1 % agarose gel. Expected band sizes are 1.8 kb for wild-type 

alleles and 2 kb for inserted alleles. 

 

AAVS1 genotyping primer mix 

Component Concentration 
H2O  
AAVS1 ins val fwd 10 µM 
AAVS1 ins val rv 5 µM 
AAVS1 wt seq rv 5 µM 

Storage: Store at -20°C 

 

AAVS1 genotyping PCR mix 

Component Concentration Volume [25 µl reaction] 
H2O  9 µl (ad 25) 
Q5 buffer 5x 5 µl 
dNTPs 100 mM 2.5 µl 
Q5 GC enhancer 5x 5 µl 
Template (colony lysate)  2 µl 
Primer mix See above 1 µl 
Q5 polymerase  0.25 µl 

 

AAVS1 genotyping PCR protocol 

Step Temperature Time Repeat ΔT 
1 98°C 300 s   
2 98°C 30 s   
3 65°C 30 s   
4 72°C 120 s Go to 2 x5 -1°C 
5 98°C 30 s   
6 58°C 30 s   
7 72°C 120 s Go to 5 x40  
8 4°C pause   
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2.13. Immuncytochemistry 

 General staining protocol 2.13.1.

 

IHC blocking solution 

Component Concentration 
D-PBS  
Triton X-100 0.1 % 
FCS 10 % 
Na-azide 0.001 % 

 

Cultures were fixed by medium removal followed by incubation with 4 % PFA over night 

at room temperature. After washing 3x 5 min with PBS, IHC blocking solution was 

applied for 1 h at room temperature. Primary antibodies were incubated in IHC blocking 

solution over night at 4°C, then cultures were washed 3x 5 min with PBS. Next, 

secondary antibodies were incubated in IHC blocking solution for 1 h at room 

temperature followed by 3x 5 min PBS wash. Where indicated, cultures were also 

stained with DAPI for 1 min at room temperature and washed 3x 5 min with PBS. 

Cultures were stored in PBS with 0.001 % Na-azide.  

Thick-layer cultures were stained analogously, however, primary and secondary 

antibody incubation was extended to over night at 4°C. 

 

 Amyloid dyes 2.13.2.

 

AmyTracker 630 

 

AmyTracker 630 working solution was prepared according to the manufacturers 

instructions by diluting the dye stock 1:100 in PBS. Fixed cultures were incubated 

with the solution for 30 min at room temperature, followed by three 5 min washes 

with PBS. 
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Alcoholic salt solution 

Component Concentration 
Ethanol 80 % 
H2O 20 % 
NaCl saturated 
Preparation: Add NaCl while stirring until undissolved salt accumulates, leave 
solution for 24 h prior to use; salt sediment should remain. 

 

Congo red stock solution 

Component Concentration 
Alcoholic salt solution  
Congo red 1 % (w/v) 
Preparation: Congo red does not fully dissolve. Allow settling for 24 h prior to 
use. 

 

Alkaline alcohol solution 

Component Concentration 
Alcoholic salt solution  
1 % NaOH solution 1 % (v/v) 

 

Congo red working solution 

Component Concentration 
Congo red stock solution  
1 % NaOH solution 1 % (v/v) 

Preparation: Sterile filter immediately prior to use. 

 

Amyloid aggregates were stained with Congo red by incubation of PFA-fixed thin-layer 

cultures with alkaline alcohol solution for 20 min and then with Congo red working 

solution for 20 min. Excessive Congo red was removed by five rinses with PBS. 
 

Methoxy-X04 100x stock solution 

Component Concentration 
H2O 25 % 
Ethanol 25 % 
DMSO 50 % 
Methoxy-X04 1.5 mM 
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Methoxy-X04 working solution 

Component Concentration 
H2O 50 % 
Ethanol 50 % 
Methoxy-X04 100x stock solution 1 % 

Preparation: Sterile filter immediately prior to use. 
 

Methoxy-X04 was incubated with PFA-fixed thin-layer cultures for 30 min at room 

temperature, and then rinsed twice with 80 % ethanol in H2O and five times with PBS. 

 

Thioflavin T 1000x stock solution 

Component Concentration 
D-PBS  
Thioflavin T 5 mM (15.9 mg in 10 ml) 

 

Thioflavin T 1000x stock solution was prepared by dissolving 15.9 mg of Thioflavin T 

powder in 10 ml of D-PBS. The solution was filtered through a 0.2 µm sterile filter before 

storage in the dark at 4°C and before each use, respectively. Thioflavin T solutions were 

prepared fresh whenever visible precipitation occurred. 
 

Thioflavin T working solution 

Component Concentration 
D-PBS  
Thioflavin T 1000x stock solution 1:1000 

Preparation: Sterile filter immediately prior to use. 

 

To stain amyloid fibers (both in Aβ aggregates and in neurofibrillary tangles), fixed 

samples were incubated with Thioflavin T working solution for 8 min at room 

temperature and then washed twice for 3 min with 50 % ethanol in distilled water and 

once for 5 min in PBS.  
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2.14. Protein analysis 

 ELISA 2.14.1.

Supernatant samples for ELISA were collected from differentiated 2D imAP cultures 

after 4 – 8 weeks of treatment. The crude lysates were cleared by filtration through a 0.4 

µm sterile filter unit and subjected to ELISA analysis using the “Human β Amyloid (1-40) 

ELISA Kit Wako II” and “Human β Amyloid (1-42) ELISA Kit Wako, High Sensitive” 

according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The induced supernatants were diluted 

1:10 and 1:100, respectively, prior to measurement. Clara Grezella performed the ELISA 

analyses. 

 

 Protein extraction 2.14.2.

Proteins for western blot analysis were extracted by Kevin J. Washicosky according to 

the protocol from Kim and colleagues (Kim et al., 2015). 

 

 Western blot 2.14.3.

Western blot analysis was performed by Kevin J. Washicosky according to the protocol 

from Kim and colleagues (Kim et al., 2015).  

 

 SDD-AGE 2.14.4.

SDD-AGE was performed by Lea Flitsch as described in (Schoch et al., 2016). The 

resulting membrane was blocked by incubation in 5 % BSA in TBS-T at room 

temperature. Then, primary antibodies were incubated in TBS-T overnight at 4°C. After 

washing 3x 5 min in TBS-T, secondary antibodies were incubated in TBS-T for 1 h at 

room temperature. After 3x 5 min washing in TBS-T, the membrane was rinsed with 

H2O. Chemiluminescence detection was performed using the Classico detection kit in 

the ChemiDoc XRS+ system. 
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2.15. Microscopy 

 Lightsheet microscopy 2.15.1.

Thick-layer cultures were prepared by over night fixation in 4 % PFA at room 

temperature and then subjected to a modified immunofluorescence staining protocol 

starting from blocking and permeabilization for 24 h. Primary and secondary antibody 

incubations were extended to 48 h each, with five 1 h washing steps in between. 

Stained samples were cleared as described before and subjected to light-sheet 

microscopy (Schwarz et al., 2015). 

 

 Area fluorescence measurement 2.15.2.

Area fluorescence was determined from the combined pixel intensities of stitched 

images covering a complete well of a 96-well plate (IN Cell Analyzer, 4x4 grid, 10x 

objective, no deconvolution). Images were non-overlapping and not adjusted for 

brightness during stitching. Stitching was done using the Grid / Collection stitching plugin 

for ImageJ / FIJI (Preibisch et al., 2009). 

 

 Neurite tracing 2.15.3.

Neurites were traced using the ImageJ / FIJI plugin NeuronJ (Meijering et al., 2004) in 

single-plane confocal images. Image locations were chosen semi-randomly inside the 

gel matrix. Only AT8+ cell process segments were traced. 

 

 Structure and particle quantification 2.15.4.

All particle quantifications were performed based on single-plane confocal images. 

Image locations were chosen semi-randomly inside the gel matrix. Particles were 

counted manually. 
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2.16. Mitochondria assays 

 Mitochondrial length measurement 2.16.1.

Thin-layer 3D cultures were immunolabeled with antibodies against neurofilament 

(heavy chain), p-tau (AT8) and mitochondria (TOM20). Using confocal z-stacks, single 

cells were identified and three-dimensionally masked based on the somatic segment of 

the neurofilament staining. Using this mask, the intracellular mitochondrial network was 

reconstructed as a three-dimensionally branching tube network. The mitochondrial 

length is the longest non-branching and non-crossing path that can be traced across 

each network. Mitochondrial length analysis was performed by Fabio Bertan. 

 

 Seahorse measurement 2.16.2.

Thin-layer cultures could be set up in Seahorse XF 24-well plates using the standard 96-

well protocol. Seahorse measurements were performed after 8 weeks of differentiation 

in total and 6 weeks of treatment, respectively. Before measurement, the cells were 

equilibrated to atmospheric CO2 for 1 h at 37°C in NGMC. Dr. Antonia Piazzesi 

performed the analysis according to the manufacturer’s instructions.  

 

2.17. Statistical analysis 

Statistical analysis was done either in the R software (ANOVA, Kruskal-Wallis, Shapiro-

Wilk), Graphpad prism (ANOVA) or Microsoft Excel (Student’s t-test). Prior to testing, 

normal distribution of the data was determined using the Shapiro-Wilk test in R. ANOVA 

indicates a one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post-hoc test. Kruskal-Wallis was employed 

for non-parametric analysis of non-normally distributed measurements in conjunction 

with Nemenyi’s post-hoc test. Student’s t-test was used for hypothesis-driven (i.e. one-

tailed) comparisons of unpaired samples unless stated otherwise.  
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3. Results 

 

Figure 3.1 3D matrices as a test bed for amyloid deposition in human neural cultures 
The inducible AD transgene cassette (imAP) was inserted into human induced pluripotent stem cells 
(iPSCs) using TALEN-induced homologous recombination. imAP iPSCs were validated and differentiated 
into neural stem cells (lt-NES), which can be differentiated to neural cultures after embedding in Geltrex 
matrices. Three dimensional cultivation is expected to promote AD-related phenotypes due to Aβ 
entrapment. 2D cultures serve as controls. Thin-layer cultures are used for immunofluorescence analysis. 
Thick-layer 3D cultures provide larger amounts of protein or RNA for biochemical analyses. 
 

This thesis aimed to establish an in vitro model system of Alzheimer’s disease that 

recapitulates the major hallmarks of AD in non-transformed human neurons. To this end, 

induced pluripotent stem cells from a healthy subject were genetically modified by 

precision genome engineering to inducibly overexpress APP with the Swedish and 

London mutations (APPSwe/Lon) as well as Presenilin-1 without exon 9 (PS-1ΔE9) (Fig. 

3.1) (Choi et al., 2014). The transgene cassette consisting of APPSwe/Lon, PS-1 ΔE9 and 

an mCherry reporter connected by IRES sequences (kindly provided by Dr. Doo Yeon 

Kim, Harvard Medical School) was cloned into a targeting plasmid for the human AAVS1 

safe-harbor locus on chromosome 19 (vector backbone kindly provided by Dr. Su-Chun 

Zhang, University of Wisconsin, Qian et al., 2014). The plasmid contains a puromycin 

selection cassette and the Tet-On transactivator system to provide an all-in-one donor 

vector for single-step targeting. Puromycin-resistant clones were validated by PCR 

genotyping of the AAVS1 locus, pluripotency marker expression analysis and SNP 

analysis. Validated clones were differentiated into lt-NES cells to provide a stable 

intermediary population for standardized neural differentiation and then subjected to 

either 2D, thin-layer or thick-layer 3D culture conditions for further experiments (Kim et 

al., 2015, Koch et al., 2009). 
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3.1. Cloning and validation of gene targeting vectors 

 

Figure 3.2 AAVS1-GFP plasmid 
The AAVS1-GFP plasmid provides the backbone for further cloning. (A) The plasmid encodes all relevant 
components for targeting to the AAVS1 safe-harbor locus, puromycin resistance of correctly integrated 
cells and the complete Tet-On transactivator system. (B) Restriction validation of AAVS1-GFP with EcoRI, 
SmaI and XmaI enzymes. Uncut plasmid served as control.  
 

Transgene insertion in human cells is a well-established technology. However, long-term 

expression of transgenes often leads to silencing that can be avoided by targeting the 

transgene into a safe harbor location (Papapetrou et al., 2016). The AAVS1-GFP 

targeting plasmid contains three major elements (Fig. 3.2 A). First, it enables puromycin 

selection of targeted cells by inserting a puromycin resistance cassette into the 
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PPP1R12C ORF (aka AAVS1). Second, the 3rd generation Tet-On transactivator system 

and third, a multiple cloning site under a Tet-dependent promoter.  

The vector identity was validated by restriction analysis with EcoRI (quintuple cutter), 

SmaI and XmaI (both double cutters) after preparation of the working stock. All reactions 

yielded the expected band patterns based on in silico predictions, whereas the plasmid-

only control showed the typical pattern of a plasmid in relaxed, coiled and supercoiled 

configuration (Fig. 3.2 B).  
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Figure 3.3 AAVS1-imAP plasmid 
(A) The AAVS1-imAP plasmid replaces the GFP in the AAVS1 targeting backbone with an APPSwe/Lon-
PS1ΔE9-mCherry (mAP) cassette. (B) Generation of the AAVS1 plasmid backbone and the mAP cassette 
by restriction of AAVS1-GFP and pLVX-imAP through restriction with MluI+SalI and MluI+NotI, 
respectively. White arrowhead: AAVS1 plasmid backbone. Black arrowhead: mAP cassette. (C) PCR 
reaction to add short AAVS1 homology arms to the mAP cassette for Gibson assembly. HF: High-fidelity 
buffer. GC: High-GC buffer. GC+D: High-GC buffer + 3 % DMSO. Arrowhead: mAP + overlaps band. (D) 
PCR reaction after AAVS1-imAP blunt-end ligation and Gibson assembly. Amplicon overlaps the 
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backbone-insert ligation site. Arrowhead: Expected amplicon size. (E) Restriction analysis of blunt-ligated 
and Gibson-assembled AAVS1-imAP bacterial clones with AseI. Virtual digest denotes the expected band 
pattern after correct ligation. Arrowhead: Clone used for further experiments. (F) Restriction analysis of 
AAVS1-imAP working stock with NsiI and AseI. White overlays indicate the expected size of the band(s) of 
interest and were placed over areas without detectable bands. Ctrl: Undigested plasmid. 
 

To generate the targeting plasmid for insertion of the APPSwe/Lon-PS-1ΔE9-mCherry 

(mAP) cassette into the AAVS1 locus of iPSCs, the GFP ORF in the AAVS1-GFP 

plasmid was replaced with the mAP cassette (Fig. 3.3 A). AAVS1-GFP was digested 

with MluI and SalI (both single cutters) to remove the GFP ORF from the plasmid 

backbone. The mAP cassette was liberated from the pLVX-imAP letiviral plasmid by 

restriction with MluI and NotI (single and double cutter, Fig. 3.3 B). To ligate the AAVS1 

backbone and the mAP cassette, overlapping 15 nt stretches were added to the mAP 

cassette via PCR. The mAP cassette contains several repetitive, GC-rich sequences, so 

buffer for GC-rich sequences and additional DMSO were added to the reaction (Fig. 3.3 

C). Blunt-end ligation and Gibson assembly were performed in parallel. Primers 

spanning the promoter-cassette ligation site detected intact plasmid resulting from both 

setups (Fig 3.3 D). However, bacterial transformation yielded fewer clones from the 

blunt-end ligation. In addition, restriction analysis of the bacterial clones with AseI 

(septuple cutter) revealed numerous recombination events (Fig. 3.3 E). In silico 

prediction of the correct band pattern of AAVS1-imAP matched one clone that was 

further validated by restriction analysis with NsiI (single cutter) and AseI after 

amplification of the bacterial clone Gibson #8 (Fig. 3.3 F).  

 

3.2. Characterization of the recipient iPSC line 

 

Pluripotent stem cells are characterized by their capacity to differentiate into all three 

germ layers and indefinite self-renewal. iPSC lines can accumulate mutations or 

genomic damage that provide a proliferative advantage by outcompeting non-aberrant 

cells. This phenomenon has been extensively described in recent years (Blasco et al., 

2011, Oliveira et al., 2014). To ensure the quality of iPSCs, both stem-cell state and 

genomic integrity have to be validated. The induced pluripotent stem cell clone iLB-

C14m-s11 was kindly provided by Julia Fischer after full validation including expression 

of the stem cell markers alkaline phosphatase, TRA-1-60, TRA-1-81 and SSEA-4, 
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spontaneous in vitro differentiation into all three germ layers (as indicated by 

immunostaining against AFP, SMA and TUBB3), teratoma formation in mice containing 

progeny of all three germ layers (represented by glandular tissue, cartilage and 

pigmented epithelium), and SNP analysis (unpublished data by Julia Fischer).  

 

3.3. AAVS1 locus integrity 

Figure 3.4 Genotyping of the AAVS1 locus sequence 
The AAVS1 locus sequence in the iLB-C14m-s11 iPS cell line fully matches the reference genome.  
 

Targeted genome engineering technology requires a precise match between the 

targeted nucleases and the actual DNA sequence. Since not all genetic backgrounds 

match the reference genome (refseq), the AAVS1 locus in iLB-C14m-s11 was validated 

by Sanger sequencing. PCR amplification of a ca. 670 bp amplicon surrounding the 

TALEN cutting site followed by Sanger sequencing revealed a 100 % refseq match (Fig. 

3.4). 
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3.4. AAVS1 targeting and validation strategy 

 

Figure 3.5 AAVS1 genotyping by multiplex PCR detects integration and zygosity 
Multiplex PCR strategy using 3 primers for single-reaction analysis of 5‘ AAVS1 targeting in iPSC colony 
samples. (A) Untargeted alleles yield 1.8 kb products. (B) Primer binding outside the target region and 
inside the puromycin resistance gene yields a 2 kb product, whereas a P1+3 pairing in targeted alleles 
entails a >10 kb product that is unlikely to occur in the reaction. 3‘ insertion validation is achieved via P4+5 
binding, yielding a 2.4 kb product. (C) Exemplary AAVS1-imAP PCR genotyping of puromycin-resistant 
iPSC clones. 
 

The AAVS1 locus is a silencing-inert region in the human genome and thus a prime 

target for transgene insertion (Kotin et al., 1992). To simplify clone selection after 

targeting, the AAVS1-imAP construct was designed around a “gene-trap” strategy, i.e. to 

convey puromycin resistance to correctly targeted cells only via a splice-acceptor site. 

However, rare occasions of random in-frame integration into other genes give rise to 

resistant colonies as well. To demonstrate AAVS1 insertion and, at the same time, 

determine zygosity, a multiplex PCR protocol was established. Combining a forward 

primer 5’ of the integration site (P1) with two reverse primers for the puromycin 

resistance cassette (P2) and 3’ of the integration site (P3) respectively, potentially yields 

three products. In wild-type alleles, P1 and P3 give rise to a 1.8 kb product (Fig. 3.5 A). 

In inserted alleles, P1 and P2 will generate a 2 kb amplicon. A P1 and P3 pairing is 

theoretically possible – generating a ca. 13 kb product – but has never been observed 

(Fig. 3.5 B). The 3’ end of the transgene can be further validated to exclude partial 

integration following a break in the plasmid during recombination. To this end, another 

primer pair (P4 and P5) spans the Tet3G sequence until outside the 3’ homology arm to 

produce a 2.4 kb product from inserted alleles (Fig 3.5 B). Here, no distinction is made 

between homo- and heterozygous integrations. The PCR strategy yielded the expected 

band patterns when tested on puromycin-resistant targeted iPSC colonies (Fig. 3.5 C). 
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3.5. Derivation of genomically intact imAP iPSC clones 

 

Figure 3.6 AAVS1-targeted iPSC clones show inducible reporter expression, iPSC characteristics 
and genomic integrity 
(A) Phase contrast and fluorescence images of post-hoc genotyped AAVS1-imAP iPSC clones prior to 
picking after 72 h of doxycycline induction. mCherry reporter expression in red. Scale bar = 200 µm. (B) 
Immunostaining of iPSC markers SSEA4 and TRA-1-81 (both red) of both a homozygous (imAP12) and a 
heterozygous (imAP14) iPSC clone. Nuclear stain (DAPI) in blue. Scale bar = 100 µm. (C+D) Validation of 
genomic integrity by SNP analysis of homozygously and heterozygously integrated iPSC clones. Plots 
represent b-allele frequency and logR ratio for each chromosome. 
 

Genetic engineering of human iPSCs requires the introduction of foreign genetic 

material. We chose nucleofection as a simple method for efficient transfer of DNA into 

iPSCs in suspension. 4x106 cells were nucleofected with 4 µg AAVS1-imAP and 0.5 µg 

of each TALEN plasmid. 5 µM DNA ligase IV inhibitor L755507 was added to improve 

homologous recombination efficiency during the first 24 h. Surviving cells formed 
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colonies on Geltrex-coated plates. After 72 h of recovery, puromycin selection reduced 

the number of colonies to 77 that were picked for validation. Taking half of each colony 

(approx. 200 - 500 cells) for genotyping revealed an AAVS1-insertion frequency of 

approximately 50 % biallelic integration, 45 % monoallelic integration, and 5 % random 

integration. Doxycycline induction (1 µg/ml) for 72 h conclusively showed the 

homogenous and gene-dosage dependent expression of the mCherry reporter in iPSC 

colonies prior to picking (Fig. 3.6 A, genotyping was performed after the fluorescence 

imaging). For further work, one biallelic (iLB-C14m-s11 imAP #12, short imAP12) and 

one monoallelic clone (iLB-C14m-s11 imAP #14, short imAP14) were subjected to iPSC 

validation. Targeted clones retained iPSC marker expression such as TRA-1-81 and 

SSEA-4 (Fig. 3.6 B). SNP data did not imply major aberrations in picked clones and 

confirmed the male identity of the donor iPSC line (Fig. 3.6 C, D). 
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3.6. Generation and validation of imAP lt-NES cells 

 

 

Figure 3.7 AAVS1-imAP iPSCs differentiate into lt-NES cells and neurons 
(A) Analysis of lt-NES cell rosette type morphology (phase contrast) and neural stem cell markers PLZF, 
ZO-1, NESTIN, SOX2, PAX6 and DACH1. Scale bar = 100 µm. (B) Lt-NES cells derived from imAP12 and 
imAP14 iPSCs were plated and induced with doxycycline for 7 days. mCherry reporter in red. Scale bar = 
200 µm. (C) Representative micrographs of high-density thin-layer imAP12 neurons after 6 weeks of 
differentiation by growth-factor withdrawal. Neural markers TUBB3 (grayscale), GABA (green) and 
astrocyte marker GFAP (grayscale). Scale bar = 500 µm. (D) Quantification of TUBB3 expression under 
different treatments. Mean TUBB3 staining intensity from whole-well imaging of 3-weeks-treated cultures. 
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Three independent experiments. Data presented as mean ± SEM. (E) ImAP12 transgene induction 
dynamics upon doxycycline treatment (1 µg/ml, mCherry in red). All images from high-density areas. 
Scale bar = 200 µm. 
 

 

The next step after validation of the imAP iPSC clones aimed at the generation of a 

stable neural stem cell population to serve as a platform for further experiments. Long-

term self-renewing neuroepithelial stem (lt-NES) cells provide a stable and expandable 

platform for standardized neural differentiation (Koch et al., 2009). This neural precursor 

population exhibits a regional identity similar to the midbrain-hindbrain boundary. Lt-NES 

cells derived from imAP12 and imAP14 iPSCs were highly proliferative and showed 

typical rosette morphology and expression of the neural stem cell markers PLZF, ZO-1, 

NESTIN, SOX2, PAX6 and DACH1 (Fig. 3.7 A). Upon induction with doxycycline, both 

genotypes expressed the mCherry reporter at the expected levels (Fig. 3.7 B). Since no 

overt differences could be found between imAP12 and imAP14 iPSCs and lt-NES cells 

up to this point, further work focused on the imAP12 clone to exploit its putatively 

stronger Aβ generation.  

For the final differentiation step into a neuronal population, imAP lt-NES were subjected 

to growth-factor withdrawal to allow spontaneous differentiation into neuronal and 

astroglial fates. ImAP12 lt-NES cells were embedded in a thin-layer 3D culture via 

resuspension of the cell pellet in a 10 % Geltrex solution prior to seeding. The matrix 

was left to solidify at 37°C before additional NGMC medium was applied. ImAP12 

neurons readily expressed neuronal markers TUBB3 and GABA after 6 weeks of 

differentiation, and the cultures contained a small fraction of GFAP-positive cells (Fig. 

3.7 C). In order to determine the neuronal contribution to the cultures before the onset of 

major pathology, the different treatment conditions used in this work were analyzed for 

alterations in cell viability (AD-related neurodegeneration) and differentiation dynamics 

(DAPT treatment). Notably, culture densities were too high to allow reliable cell counting, 

so the analysis was based on whole-well measurements of mean TUBB3 

immunofluorescence (Borghese et al., 2010). Three-weeks-treated cultures exhibited 

robust and homogenous TUBB3 expression irrespective of induction state or compound 

treatment. As expected, mean TUBB3 immunofluorescence was not significantly 

different between conditions. Due to these findings, all downstream IHC quantifications 
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were normalized to area rather than cell number (Fig. 3.7 D). To demonstrate the long-

term stability of transgene expression in the AAVS1 locus, imAP12 neurons were 

induced with doxycycline from day 10 in 3D culture for up to 4 months. Expression of 

mCherry plateaued after approximately 14 days of induction and continued for the 

remainder of the experiment, whereas no expression was found in uninduced cultures 

(Fig. 3.7 E). 

 

3.7.  imAP12 3D matrix cultures show extracellular Aβ aggregation 

 

Figure 3.8 Experimental time line 
Lt-NES cells are embedded in a matrix and differentiated for 10 days prior to application of the 
experimental condition to avoid transgene interference with early differentiation. Cultures were analyzed 
after 6 weeks or 4 months of treatment.  
 

The differentiation paradigm used in this thesis starts at the embedding of lt-NES cells in 

a 3D matrix or seeding on a coated dish for 2D culture, respectively. Then, growth-factor 

withdrawal induced differentiation takes place for 10 days. Aβ generation is finally 

commenced by induction with 1 µg / ml doxycycline, and inhibition of APP processing 

(via DAPT) serves as a rescue. The respective experimental condition (either NGMC 

only, NGMC + Dox or NGMC + Dox + DAPT) is applied for the remainder of the 

experiment (Fig. 3.8). 
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 Highly elevated Aβ42 levels in induced neuronal imAP12 cultures 3.7.1.

 

 

Figure 3.9 Aβ levels are strongly inducible and drastically higher in 2D than in 3D supernatants 
(A, B) ELISA measurements of Aβ40 and Aβ42 in the supernatants of 4-8 weeks-treated imAP12 cultures in 
2D. 2x106 cells per well in 2 ml medium after 24 h of incubation. Three independent experiments. ELISA 
measurement was performed by Clara Grezella. Values are presented as mean ± SEM. Student’s t-test. 
***: p < 0.001. ****: p < 0.0001. (C) Aβ42/40 ratio calculated from corresponding sample pairs. (D) 
Supernatant samples from 4-weeks-treated imAP12 cultures. 2x106 cells per well in 2 ml medium after 48 
h of incubation. Specific detection of Aβ40, Aβ42 and total Aβ. Aβ42 lane was loaded with 0.1 ng 
recombinant Aβ42. Two independent experiments. Western blot performed by Kevin J. Washicosky.  
 

Aβ species in the supernatant of 2D imAP12 cultures were analyzed after 4 - 8 weeks of 

treatment to determine the impact of ectopic APPSwe/Lon and PS-1ΔE9 expression on Aβ 

secretion. All tested cultures were seeded with 2x106 cells and incubated with 2 ml 

medium for 24 h before supernatant collection. ELISA measurements demonstrated a 5-

fold increase in Aβ40 (Fig. 3.9 A) and a 40-fold increase in Aβ42 (Fig. 3.9 B). The Aβ42/40 

ratio – a parameter associated with Aβ toxicity – was increased 8-fold (Fig. 3.9 C).  

Entrapment of Aβ is the main reason for using 3D matrix cultures for AD modeling. To 

test Aβ retention in the gel matrix, supernatants from 4-weeks-treated 2D and 3D 

cultures were collected after 48 h and compared in western blot analysis with antibodies 

against Aβ40, Aβ42, and total Aβ. In the supernatants of 2D cultures, baseline Aβ 

secretion was detected as faint bands, whereas doxycycline induced cultures showed 

dominant bands. However, in 3D culture supernatants, Aβ was virtually undetectable by 

western blot under baseline conditions, and minimally elevated in doxycycline-treated 

conditions (Fig. 3.9 D). Recombinant Aβ42 (0.1 ng) was included in the analysis to 

demonstrate antibody specificity. 
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 Evidence for autofluorescent Aβ precipitates in induced 3D cultures 3.7.2.

 

Figure 3.10 Autofluorescent deposits are formed progressively in 3D cultures and can be stained 
with anti-Aβ antibodies 
(A) Time series of 405 nm induced autofluorescence in one thin-layer 3D culture with and without 
induction. Stitched image covers one well of a 96-well plate. (B) End-point analysis of (A). Pre-stain: 
Fluorescence images taken on day 45 of treatment before fixation. 6E10: Fluorescence images taken after 
fixation and staining with anti-Aβ (6E10, green) antibodies. mCherry reporter was visualized in the red 
channel. Stitched image covers one well of a 96-well plate. 
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After detecting robust Aβ secretion by induced imAP12 cultures, Aβ deposition was 

observed over time. Amyloid deposition has been shown to cause autofluorescence in 

affected tissues, i.e. amyloid plaques are easily recognizable in AD patient brain 

samples when excited with UV light or equivalent energy in 2-photon microscopy (Kwan 

et al., 2009). Imaging-grade culture plates enable time-lapse autofluorescence imaging 

of thin-layer 3D cultures over at least six weeks. The plates were automatically imaged 

with an excitation wavelength of 405 nm. While no difference was detected between the 

induction states at the start of the experiment and 24 h later, 405 nm-induced 

fluorescence increased in induced cultures starting from 7 days of induction. Induced 

cultures accumulated increasing amounts of autofluorescent material in diffuse regions 

(diameter 50-300 µm). Notably, the size, number, and position of these regions 

remained constant during the experiment (Fig. 3.10 A). Accumulation plateaued at 

approximately 21 days of induction.  

End-point analysis was performed to determine the nature of the autofluorescent 

deposits (Fig. 3.10 B) after fixation. Fluorescence upon excitation with 405, 488 and 555 

nm revealed specific autofluorescence in the 405, but not in the 488 nm channel. 

Furthermore, induced cells fluoresced in the mCherry channel, yet no red signal was 

found to co-localize with the deposits. The effect was exclusive to induced cultures; no 

specific 405 nm fluorescence was found in uninduced cultures. Next, the cultures were 

stained with antibodies against Aβ (6E10) in the green channel to explore Aβ 

contribution to the deposits. Antibody reactivity co-localized with the autofluorescent 

deposits in induced cultures, whereas only background signal was observed in 

uninduced cultures.  
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 Amyloid dyes stain aggregates in 3D cultures 3.7.3.

 

Figure 3.11 Aβ aggregates are stained by classical amyloid fibril dyes 
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(A) Whole-well micrographs of 96-well format thin-layer cultures illustrating matrix shrinkage during six 
weeks of differentiation. For high-magnification imaging, only random fields of view (FOV) were analyzed 
that showed a fully intact 3D matrix structure or otherwise excluded. The imaging plane was the arithmetic 
mean of the top- and bottommost cell-containing focal planes at the imaging location. (B) Low 
magnification fluorescence micrographs showing MX04 staining of 6-weeks-old thin-layer cultures with 
and without doxycycline induction. Observed in three independent experiments. Scale bar = 200 µm. (C) 
Sequential fluorescence imaging and staining of a 6-weeks-induced thin-layer 3D culture. Fluorescence 
elicited by 405 nm illumination presented in blue, 488 nm in green and 555 nm in red. All three aggregates 
(arrowheads) react to Congo red and MX04, but only two out of three are autofluorescent. Congo red 
fluorescence is lost during MX04 staining. No unspecific green fluorescence was detected. Unstained: 
Imaging after fixation. Congo red: Imaging after staining with Congo red. MX04: Imaging after staining 
Congo red and MX04. All images from high-density areas. One experiment. Scale bar = 100 µm. 
 

Upon extended cultivation, the Geltrex matrix of 3D cultures is slowly degraded, leading 

to inhomogeneity of culture thickness and detachment of the gel from the border of the 

well (Fig. 3.11 A). To compensate for these effects, all high-magnification images were 

taken at random locations in the well and if the field of view was not completely within 

the 3D matrix, the picture was discarded and a new imaging location was randomly 

chosen. For confocal imaging, microphotographs were taken at the midpoint between 

top- and bottommost cells at a given location. To further confirm the amyloid aggregate 

identity of autofluorescent deposits in the 3D cultures, the classical amyloid fibril dyes 

Congo red and the derivative Methoxy-X04 (MX04), which align to amyloid fibrils in a 

similar fashion, were employed. The dyes are distinctly fluorescent since MX04 

encompasses a smaller delocalized electron system that yields fluorescence in the UV 

channel. For overview images, 6-weeks-treated thin-layer cultures were stained with 

MX04. At low magnification, approximately 10-50 plaque-like structures per well of a 96-

well plate became apparent in induced cultures only (Fig. 3.11 B). Notably, the stained 

structures appeared smaller and denser than the autofluorescent deposits shown above. 

To compare binding specificity, fixed 6-weeks-induced thin-layer 3D cultures were 

imaged for fluorescence elicited by UV (405 nm), blue (488 nm) and green (555 nm) 

light and sequentially stained with Congo red and MX04. Prior to any staining, the 

culture showed bright UV-induced fluorescence from two aggregate structures (Fig. 3.11 

C, upper row). 488 nm light induced no fluorescence, whereas 555 nm revealed weak 

mCherry fluorescence from induced cells. After staining with Congo red in alcoholic 

solution, three aggregate structures became brightly fluorescent in the red channel, 

while blue fluorescence was diminished and no green fluorescence could be detected 

(Fig. 3.11 C, middle row). Finally, MX04 staining in alcoholic solution marked the three 
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aggregates in the blue channel, although with high background. Additionally, MX04 

staining completely removed the Congo red signal from the three aggregates. No signal 

was detected in the green channel (Fig. 3.11 C, lower row). 

 

 

Figure 3.12 Dense autofluorescent deposits are stained by Thioflavin T and anti-Aβ antibodies 
(A) Fluorescence image of a 6-weeks-treated thin-layer 3D culture. Deposit autofluorescence upon 
excitation with 405 nm light (emission in blue) and mCherry reporter (red) was observed in every 
experiment (n>10). Scale bar = 200 µm. (B) Dense autofluorescent deposit stained with ThT. Four 
independent experiments. Scale bar = 10 µm. (C) Anti-Aβ antibodies (6E10, green), mCherry reporter 
(red) and phase contrast images of different Aβ deposit types. All images were taken from high-density 
areas. One experiment. Scale bar = 100 µm. 
 

In contrast to the large (>100 µm) and diffuse deposits visible in UV-induced 

autofluorescence, amyloid plaques are usually small (ca. 20 - 50 µm) and dense 

structures when observed in AD patient or transgenic mouse brains (Liebmann et al., 

2016). Induced thin-layer cultures contained small, structured deposits ranging from 5 - 

100 µm diameter (Fig. 3.12 A). While no considerable autofluorescence was detected in 

the GFP or mCherry channels, the fibril dye Thioflavin T stained the dense deposits, 

indicating the presence of β-sheet structures (Fig. 3.12 B). In vivo, amyloid plaques 
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appear as either small and dense, or larger and diffuse structures. The diffuse type 

contains fewer higher-order aggregates, and is thus hardly stained by amyloid dyes 

(Serrano-Pozo et al., 2011). Further characterization of the deposits with anti-Aβ 

antibodies (6E10) showed specific reactivity not only in the small, dense structures, but 

also in larger, diffuse deposits. ThT did not stain diffuse Aβ deposits. Also, while 

compact deposits were easily visible in phase-contrast imaging, the diffuse type was not 

(Fig. 3.12 C).  
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 ThT-positive deposits show compact and fibrillar morphology 3.7.4.

 

Figure 3.13 Amyloid aggregates in 3D cultures resemble human and transgenic mouse brain 
plaques 

Amyloid aggregates in induced 3D cultures share several key features of amyloid plaques in the AD 
patient brain and commonly used mouse models. Amyloid plaques from brain tissue and amyloid 
aggregates in a 6-weeks-treated thin-layer 3D culture. Autofluorescence elicited by 405 nm (grayscale), 
and 488 nm (emission in green) light after PFA fixation and staining with ThT. AD patient cortical plaques 
(A, upper left, no scale, modified from Dowson et al., 1981) are autofluorescent in UV light in a similar 
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fashion to aggregates in 3D cultures (A, upper right, scale bar = 50 µm) Furthermore, amyloid plaques 
(A, lower left, Thioflavin S in a mouse brain section, scale bar = 50 µm, modified from Busièrre et al., 
2004) are stained by amyloid fibril dyes like Thioflavin T in the same way as aggregates from 3D cultures 
(A, lower right, Thioflavin T, scale bar = 50 µm). Similar autofluorescent structures were observed in 
every experiment (n > 10) and at least one ThT-positive structure was observed in all ThT stainings (n = 
3). (B) Confocal image of the aggregate from (A, lower panel). Scale bar = 50 µm. (C) Selected planes 
from a confocal z-stack image of the aggregate from (A). Scale bar = 50 µm. Z step = 2.2 µm. (D) Co-
staining of amyloid aggregate dyes Methoxy-X04 and ThT. Longer exposure (right) with tendril-like 
protrusions from the main aggregate (arrows). One experiment. Scale bar = 20 µm. (E) Co-staining of 
amyloid aggregates with an anti-Aβ antibody (D54D2) and an amyloid aggregate dye (AmyTracker 630). 
Scale bar = 50 µm. One experiment. All images from high-density areas. 
 

Amyloid aggregates in thin-layer 3D cultures shared many morphological characteristics 

with amyloid plaques in human and transgenic mouse brain tissue, such as specific 

autofluorescence and fibrous structures (Fig. 3.13 A). Based on the observations of 

delicate structural features in the amyloid aggregates, high-magnification confocal 

imaging was performed to further assess the internal aggregate makeup. Thioflavin T 

staining of autofluorescent deposits in 6-weeks-differentiated thin-layer 3D cultures 

routinely uncovered delicate structural features that did not fully co-localize with 

autofluorescence inside larger (> 20 µm) deposits. ThT also stained many smaller 

structures. Notably, these punctae did not display such fibrous features. In contrast, 

larger aggregates appeared to consist of fibrous bundles that bend and weave in three 

dimensions (Fig. 3.13 B). In addition, it should be noted that the autofluorescence and 

the ThT stain did not overlap completely. ThT did not stain the majority of amorphous, 

spherical autofluorescent particles along the rim of the aggregate, whereas both 

fluorescent readouts labeled the fibrillar components (Fig. 3.13 B zoom-in). This internal 

makeup was consistent across various planes within the aggregate as shown in selected 

planes from an image z-stack taken in 2.2 µm increments (Fig. 3.13 C). The larger 

aggregates mostly appeared ellipsoid in fixed cultures with the major axis aligned with 

the cell culture plate. Large, strongly ThT-positive aggregates presented as compact 

with clear borders. However, aggregates with weak ThT reactivity could be stained by 

Methoxy-X04 to reveal tendril-like extensions from the aggregate proper upon longer 

exposure (Fig. 3.13 D). To prove that the amyloid dye-reactive structures are in fact Aβ 

aggregates, 6-weeks-differentiated induced cultures were co-stained with the Aβ-

specific antibody D54D2 and the amyloid dye AmyTracker 630, revealing co-reactive 

aggregates (Fig. 3.13 E).  
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 Evidence for TBS- and SDS-insoluble Aβ in in thick-layer 3D cultures 3.7.5.

 

Figure 3.14 Thick-layer 3D cultures contain numerous Aβ aggregates and insoluble Aβ 
(A) Thick-layer cultures were cleared for light-sheet imaging via an ascending alcohol series and 
incubation with a clearing reagent. Cleared cultures could be imaged several millimeters deep. (B) Light-
sheet imaging of thick-layer cultures after 6 weeks of dox treatment. Imaging of Aβ (6E10, green) and 
mCherry (red). Sample preparation and image acquisition in collaboration with Andreas Elanzew. 
Maximum z projection of approx. 750 optical slices with 1.3 µm step size. One experiment. Scale bar = 
500 µm. (C) Western blot analysis (performed by Kevin J. Washicosky, Harvard Medical School) and (D) 
quantification of 4-months-treated thick-layer 3D cultures. ****: p < 0.001. Data presented as mean ± SEM. 
Three independent experiments. Student‘s t-test. 
 

The insolubility of amyloid deposits is another hallmark of human AD that does not occur 

in AD mouse models. To probe Aβ solubility in protein biochemical analyses, thick-layer 

3D cultures were set up in analogy to thin-layer cultures, but with 4x106 lt-NES cells in 2 
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ml medium volume to supply more cell mass for protein harvesting. The cultures are 

cylindrical and, due to a higher gel concentration during seeding, more homogeneous 

along the z-axis. However, at 5 – 7 mm thickness, thick-layer cultures are not suitable 

for conventional imaging.  

To illuminate Aβ aggregate formation inside thick-layer cultures, we adapted a clearing 

protocol for intact mouse brains (Schwarz et al., 2015) to fixed thick-layer cultures. The 

objective was to remove optical index differences between different cellular and tissue 

components that cause diffraction and dispersion during light microscopy. Here, fixed 

cultures were stained for 72 h each with primary and secondary antibodies against Aβ 

(6E10). Then the cultures were dehydrated by exposure to increasing concentrations of 

alcohol and finally embedded in a benzyl-alcohol / benzyl-benzoate (BABB) mixture for 

light-sheet fluorescence microscopy (LSFM) (Fig. 3.14 A). Induced thick-layer 3D 

cultures contained many Aβ-positive structures of various sizes after 6 weeks of 

doxycycline treatment in addition to mCherry fluorescence from induced cells. In 

comparison, uninduced cultures showed spotty background reactivity and occasional 

bubble-like larger reactive structures potentially resulting from dehydration artifacts (Fig. 

3.14 B). The state of Aβ aggregation can be analyzed by solubility fractionation in 

aqueous buffers with increasingly more stringent solubilizing supplements. Most 

commonly, TBS (tris-buffered saline), SDS (sodium dodecyl sulfate) and FA (formic 

acid) buffers are used. The detergent-free TBS buffer dissolves soluble proteins, i.e. 

monomeric Aβ and is afterwards referred to as the TBS fraction. Insoluble material is 

removed via centrifugation and resuspended in SDS buffer, which is supposed to 

dissolve oligomers and lower order fibrils, termed the TBS-insoluble fraction. Remaining 

material is dissolved in FA buffer, i.e. mature fibrils, known as the SDS-insoluble 

fraction. Western blot analysis of the TBS- and SDS-insoluble fraction revealed a strong 

Aβ accumulation in TBS-insoluble fractions from induced cultures, while full-length APP 

was just moderately elevated. Furthermore, Aβ levels were significantly elevated in the 

SDS-insoluble fraction as well (Fig. 3.14 C). Densitometric quantification of Aβ band 

intensity from three independent experiments revealed a highly significant increase in 

TBS- and SDS-insoluble fractions upon doxycycline induction, even though the Aβ 

signal in the SDS-insoluble fraction was very faint (Fig. 3.14 D).  
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 Application of a γ-secretase inhibitor prevents Aβ particle formation 3.7.6.

 

Figure 3.15 γ-secretase inhibition suppresses small Aβ particle formation 
(A) Confocal images of thin-layer 3D cultures. -Dox cultures were cultivated without dox. +Dox cultures 
were induced for 6 weeks. +Dox+DAPT cultures were treated with doxycycline and 10 µM DAPT for 6 
weeks. Detection of anti-Aβ antibodies (6E10, green) and the mCherry reporter (red). Scale bar = 100 µm, 
zoom-in: 10 µm. (B) Quantification of microaggregates (2-10 µm diameter) in 6-weeks-treated cultures. All 
analyzed images were taken in high-density areas. ****: p < 0.001, ***: p < 0.01. Three independent 
experiments. Data presented as mean ± SEM. One-way ANOVA with Tukey‘s post-hoc test.  
 

Aβ aggregation occurs in a wide range of sizes at different frequencies. While larger 

structures (>20 µm) were rare, smaller, dense Aβ-positive particles (2 - 10 µm) were 

detected frequently (up to 10 per mm2). To analyze the contribution of Aβ production to 

particle formation, a fraction of induced cultures was treated with 10 µM of the γ-

secretase inhibitor DAPT that should block APP processing by γ-secretase and 

subsequently prevent Aβ release. DAPT was added together with doxycycline after 10 

days of differentiation. After 6 weeks, induced cultures contained numerous small Aβ-

positive particles (Fig. 3.15 A). On the other hand, uninduced cultures contained virtually 

no such structures. Additional DAPT treatment significantly lowered the particle count 

compared to induced cultures. Quantification from three independent experiments 

showed that induced cultures had approximately 17-fold, but DAPT-treated cultures only 

five-fold higher particle counts than uninduced cultures (Fig. 3.15 B).  
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3.8. Phospho-tau pathology in induced 3D cultures 

 Progressive accumulation of p-tau in induced 3D cultures 3.8.1.

Figure 3.16 Progressive phospho-tau pathology in 6-weeks and 4-months-treated cultures 
presents increasingly dysmorphic neurons 
(A) 6-weeks-treated cultures stained against phospho-tau (AT8, green) and mCherry (red). Arrowheads 
indicate intracellular accumulation of p-tau, particularly in the somatodendritic segment and in neurites. 
Scale bar = 200 µm. (B) High-magnification images of single neurons showing p-tau accumulation in 
neuritic or somatodendritic segments with minor morphological alterations. Scale bar = 25 µm. (C) P-tau 
detection as in (A) in 4-months-treated cultures. Scale bar = 200 µm. (D) High-magnification images of 
single 4-months-treated neurons with p-tau accumulation and morphological alterations similar to 
neurofibrillary tangles. All images from high-density areas. Scale bar = 25 µm. (E) Images of p-tau-positive 
(PHF1, brown) neurons from human AD brain immunohistochemical stainings for comparison. Several 
morphological types are represented, such as flame-shaped, ramified and perinuclear. AD brain 
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micrographs modified from Blazquez-Llorca et al., 2010. Scale bar = 50 µm. (F) Representative images 
used for tracing of strongly p-tau positive (AT8, grayscale) cellular processes in 6-weeks-treated cultures. 
Processes were measured using the NeuronJ FIJI plugin. Image shows AT8 antibody staining in confocal 
images. Scale bar = 100 µm. (G) Quantification of the total distance covered by strongly p-tau positive 
cellular processes per field of view. Three independent experiments with three images per experiment and 
condition. One-way ANOVA with Tukey‘s post-hoc test. *: p < 0.05, **: p < 0.01.  
 

Apart from amyloid build-up, intracellular accumulation and aggregation of 

hyperphosphorylated tau protein is the second major hallmark of Alzheimer’s disease. 

Here, first indications of accumulated tau phosphorylation on serine 202 and threonine 

205 (AT8 antibody) could be detected in 6-weeks-induced neurons (Fig. 3.16 A). Local 

enrichment was observed in perinuclear and somatodendritic compartments, as well as 

in sharply defined neurite segments (Fig. 3.16 B). After treatment for 4 months, tau 

pathology was strongly increased in induced cultures, demonstrating high AT8 

immunoreactivity in virtually all neurons. However, uninduced cultures also exhibited 

signs of increased tau phosphorylation in single cells, resembling a homogenous 

cytoplasmic stain (Fig. 3.16 C). Aggregated p-tau has been shown to induce particular 

changes to neuronal morphology, i.e. asymmetric displacement of the nucleus within a 

flame-shaped soma, complex ramification of a strongly p-tau-positive soma or the 

formation of dense and sharply defined perinuclear aggregates (Blazquez-Llorca, 2010). 

4-months-induced cultures displayed these typical signs of p-tau pathology in single 

dysmorphic neurons (Fig. 3.16 D). Comparisons to published images of AD patient 

cortical tissue revealed matching dysmorphic soma shapes (Fig. 3.16 E, Blazquez-

Llorca, 2010). P-tau pathology was quantified in 6-weeks-treated cultures by measuring 

the length and number of strongly p-tau positive cellular processes in confocal images of 

AT8-stained cultures using the NeuronJ FIJI plugin (Fig. 3.16 F). In uninduced 

conditions, each field of view contained strongly p-tau positive processes with an 

average total length of 230 µm (range 0 – 470 µm). In contrast, the average total length 

was increased 4-fold to 1020 µm (range 0 – 2070 µm) in induced cultures. In DAPT-

treated cultures, an average length of 50 µm was measured (range 0 – 230 µm)(Fig. 

3.16 G).  
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 P-tau positive neurons present dystrophic features 3.8.2.

 

Figure 3.17 Dystrophic neuronal structures can be detected in 6-weeks-induced 3D cultures 
6-weeks-treated cultures stained against p-tau (AT8, green) and neurons (TUBB3, infrared, presented as 
red). (A) Representative images of various typical stages of neuronal dystrophy in 6-weeks-induced thin-
layer cultures. P-tau-positive „remnants“(left), bloated neurites in the vicinity of an autofluorescent 
aggregate (excitation with 405 nm, arrows, middle) and p-tau positive axonal swellings (z-stack, right). 
Similar structures were observed in three independent experiments, and only in induced cultures. Scale 
bars = 50 µm. (B) Swollen, p-tau-positive neurites in various stages of swelling. All images from high-
density areas. Similar structures were observed in three independent experiments. Scale bar = 50 µm. 
 

6-weeks-induced thin-layer cultures displayed further specific hallmarks of tau pathology 

and neuronal dystrophy, while uninduced cultures did not. Single neuronal “remnants”, 

i.e. strongly p-tau positive structures that do not co-stain with other neuronal markers 

like TUBB3, were found. The density of neuritic terminals was reduced in close proximity 

to autofluorescent deposits, together with bloating of neuritic terminals. Furthermore, a 

subset of cellular processes exhibited bulbous distensions that stained strongly for 

phospho-tau inside a TUBB3-positive envelope (Fig. 3.17 A). Numerous neuritic 

terminals localized distant from deposits displayed bottle-shaped bloating. The bloated 
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terminals were strongly stained with phospho-tau antibodies (AT8) and enveloped by 

TUBB3 staining (Fig. 3.17 B). 

  

 Induced 3D cultures show evidence for high-molecular weight forms of p-3.8.3.

tau 

 

Figure 3.18 6-weeks-induced 3D cultures contain aggregated p-tau 
(A) SDD-AGE of 6-weeks-treated thick-layer 3D cultures was detected with anti-p-tau antibodies (AT8). 
Well: Location of the gel pocket bottom prior to blotting. HMW: High-molecular weight range. Two and 
three independent experiments for -Dox and +Dox, respectively. n=1. (B) Quantification of the high-
molecular weight range by densitometric analysis. Data presented as mean ± SEM. SDD-AGE was 
performed by Lea Flitsch. 
 

Strong p-tau accumulation in induced cultures suggested the presence of aggregated 

tau. To determine the different aggregation states of p-tau in 6-weeks-induced we 

performed Semi-Denaturing Detergent Agarose Gel Electrophoresis (SDD-AGE) 

followed by western blot analysis of raw culture lysates (in collaboration with Lea 

Flitsch). P-tau aggregation is a staged process that encompasses various oligo- and 

multimeric intermediates, as well as fibers of varying length. In contrast to SDS-PAGE, 

protein complexes and aggregates are not fully denatured in SDD-AGE, thus requiring 

large-pored agarose gels.  

Uninduced cultures presented a well-defined gap in the high-molecular weight (HMW) 

range of the smear and had no phospho-tau immunoreactivity at the well site (Fig. 3.18 

A). Contrarily, smears from induced cultures continued across the HMW range and, in 
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two out of three cases, displayed a strong signal at the former well site. Quantification of 

the HMW range showed a clear increase between induced and uninduced conditions 

(Fig. 3.18 B). 

 

 Neurofibrillary tangle formation and aggregated p-tau 3.8.4.

Figure 3.19 Aggregated p-tau localizes to dystrophic neurites 
(A) Aggregated p-tau in the “paperclip” conformation is a hallmark of tau pathology and neurofibrillary 
tangles. Confocal micrograph of an amyloid aggregate from a doxycycline-treated culture. Detection of 
amyloid autofluorescence (blue), “paperclip” tau (MC-1 antibody, grayscale) and Thioflavin T (green) in 4-
months-treated thin-layer 3D cultures. All images from high-density areas. One experiment. Scale bar = 
50 µm. (B) Representative confocal micrographs of “paperclip” tau in 4-months-treated thin-layer 3D 
cultures. Detection of amyloid autofluorescence (blue) and “paperclip” tau (MC-1 antibody, grayscale). All 
images from high-density areas. One experiment. Scale bar = 50 µm. 
 
Aggregation of hyperphosphorylated tau is accompanied by particular conformational 

changes. During the formation of tau fibrils, tau proteins adopt a “paperclip” 

conformation that can be recognized as a discontinuous epitope by specific antibodies, 

such as MC-1. To determine whether typical pathological changes occur to tau 

conformation in induced 3D cultures, 4-months-induced cultures were compared to 

uninduced and DAPT-treated induced controls. MC-1-positive neurites were detected in 

induced cultures. Surprisingly, such neurites routinely ended in blotch-like terminals on, 

or inside of larger autofluorescent aggregates (three out of three observed large 

aggregates were associated with MC-1 reactivity) (Fig. 3.19 A). The aggregates 

themselves also exhibited weak and diffuse MC-1 reactivity (Fig. 3.19 A). To confirm the 
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aggregated nature of p-tau stained by MC-1, Thioflavin T was added and strong co-

labeling with MC-1 was observed. Similar to the six-week stage, no UV-induced 

autofluorescence or MC-1 immunofluorescence was detected in uninduced cultures. 

(Fig. 3.19 B). Induced cultures displayed autofluorescent aggregate structures similar in 

size and number to earlier observations (Figs. 3.11 & 3.12). Beyond the immediate 

vicinity of autofluorescent aggregates, single highly MC-1-reactive cells could be found, 

often as part of neurite bundles. In DAPT-treated cultures, neither aggregate-like 

autofluorescence nor MC-1 reactivity could be detected (Fig. 3.19 B). 
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3.9. Disturbed mitochondrial network architecture and energy metabolism 
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Figure 3.20 Mitochondria in induced 3D cultures are subject to fragmentation and reduced 
respiratory capacity  
(A) Maximum-z projections of representative cells for mitochondrial morphology quantification. Nuclear 
stain (DAPI, blue), neuronal soma shape (neurofilament, red), p-tau (AT8, violet) and mitochondria 
(TOM20, green). Neurofilament stain was used to calculate a 3D mask from each z-stack representing a 
single neuronal soma. Yellow overlay in TOM20 staining illustrates masking. Mitochondria inside the mask 
were quantified by calculation of a 3D tubular reconstruction of each mitochondrial network and 
determination of the longest non-branching and non-crossing path across such network (mitochondrial 
length). All images from high-density areas. (B) Mitochondrial length distribution. ****: p < 0.001. 
Measurements from 14 individual cells from one culture per condition. (C) Data from (B) presented as 
mean ± SEM. (D) Data from (B) stratified into large mitochondrial networks (hyperfused), elongated tubes 
(tubular) and spheroid/ellipsoid (fragmented). Data presented as mean ± SEM. **: p < 0.01, *: p < 0.05. 
Stainings and quantification were performed by Fabio Bertan. (E) Left: Schematic overview of Seahorse 
oxygen consumption rate measurement. Image from agilent.com/en/products/cell-analysis/mitochondrial-
respiration-xf-cell-mito-stress-test. Right: Normalized oxygen consumption rate (OCR) of 6-weeks-old thin-
layer cultures in basal conditions (6 - 42 min), 2 µM oligomycin (48 - 84 min), 2 µM FCCP (90 - 126 min) 
and 1 µM antimycin & rotenone (132 - 168 min). Three independent experiments. Data presented as 
mean ± SEM. ANOVA. **: p < 0.01. Seahorse analysis was performed by Dr. Antonia Piazzesi. (F) 
Western blot analysis of mitochondrial complex proteins from 6-weeks-treated thin-layer cultures. Three 
independent experiments. (G) Densitometric quantification of mitochondrial complex proteins relative to 
GAPDH. Quantities were normalized to the mean of the respective uninduced group. Three independent 
experiments. Data presented as mean ± SEM. Student’s t-test. **: p < 0.01. *: p < 0.05. Western blot 
analysis performed by Dr. Antonia Piazzesi. 
 

Alzheimer’s disease is strongly associated with mitochondrial impairment, especially by 

fragmentation of the mitochondrial network (Bonda et al., 2011). Interestingly, supporting 

mitochondrial integrity in AD mouse models promotes neuronal survival and cognitive 

capacity (Wang et al., 2017). To analyze mitochondrial impairment in this model, 

mitochondria were characterized in collaboration with Dr. Daniele Bano’s group at the 

German Center for Neurodegenerative Diseases (DZNE) in Bonn. As a first step, fusion 

and fission dynamics can be measured based on mitochondrial length, an abstract value 

representing the longest non-branching and non-crossing path across a mitochondrial 

network. To determine mitochondrial length, 6-weeks-treated thin-layer cultures were 

immunostained with antibodies against neurofilament, p-tau and the mitochondrial 

membrane marker TOM20 (in collaboration with Fabio Bertan). Images were acquired 

as z-stacks for three-dimensional mitochondrial network reconstruction (Fig. 3.20 A). 

Following simplification of the reconstructed networks into a tube model (i.e. connected 

geometric lines tracing the network), cell soma boundaries were determined by three-

dimensional masking with the neurofilament signal (Fig. 3.20 A, yellow overlay). Finally, 

mitochondrial length was automatically calculated. Comparisons between randomly 

selected cells in induced and uninduced cultures did not yield statistically significant 

differences (data not shown). Maximum mitochondrial length was reduced from 200 µm 
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to 50 µm specifically in AT8-positive cells from induced cultures compared to uninduced 

cultures. Similarly, average mitochondrial length was reduced by approximately 30 % in 

AT8-positive neurons (Fig. 3.20 B + C). It is currently thought that during mitochondrial 

fragmentation smaller structures bud off from large networks to remove irreparably 

damaged segments (Wang et al., 2017). Therefore, mitochondria were stratified into 

fragmented, tubular and hyperfused groups, depending on the respective length 

measurement. Here, induced cultures showed an increase in fragmented and a 

decrease in tubular mitochondria, while the overall number of larger networks remained 

unchanged (Fig 3.20 D). To cumulatively measure mitochondrial functionality in thin-

layer cultures, 6-weeks-old cultures were subjected to Seahorse analysis (Fig. 3.20 E, 

left). First, oxygen consumption rate (OCR) was measured in homeostasis. In the 

second step, oligomycin inhibits the ATP synthase. Next, FCCP forms proton-permeable 

pores in the mitochondrial membrane, unlocking the maximal OCR. Finally, a 

combination of antimycin and rotenone collapses the mitochondrial membrane proton 

gradient by inhibiting the electron transport chain, reducing mitochondrial respiration to 

zero so that only non-mitochondrial respiration is detectable. Three-dimensional cultures 

were readily adapted to the Seahorse platform in 24-well format. Notably, each condition 

had to be applied twice as long as for 2D cultures to ensure steady-state OCRs. 

Measured OCR values were normalized to the mean value of the last analysis segment 

(antimycin + rotenone; no mitochondrial respiration) for each condition to remove the 

influence of different cell numbers. Uninduced cultures displayed a typical OCR profile in 

response to the compounds (Fig. 3.20 E, right). In contrast, induced cultures 

demonstrated reduced maximum OCR (p<0.05) comapred to uninduced cultures, while 

γ-secretase treatment prevented the reduction (p<0.01) compared to induced cultures. 

To determine whether the alterations result from defects in the electron transport chain, 

western blot analysis was used to quantify marker proteins for the major respiratory 

chanin complexes. Analysis of 6-weeks-treated thin-layer cultures demonstrated 

significant reductions in subunits of complexes I and IV by 60 % (p < 0.01) and 25 % (p 

< 0.05), respectively. These two complexes together establish the mitochondrial proton 

gradient. In contrast, complexes II, III and V were unaltered (Fig. 3.20 F + G).  
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Figure 3.21 Doxycycline treatment does not impair mitochondrial respiration 
(A) Non-normalized plot of Seahorse measurements shown in Fig. 3.20 (6 weeks of treatment). Oxygen 
consumption rate (OCR) of 6-weeks-old thin-layer cultures in basal conditions (6 - 42 min), 2 µM 
oligomycin (48 - 84 min), 2 µM FCCP (90 - 126 min) and 1 µM antimycin & rotenone (132 - 168 min). 
Three independent experiments. Data presented as mean ± SEM. ANOVA. ***: p < 0.001, *: p < 0.05. 
Seahorse analysis was performed by Dr. Antonia Piazzesi. (B) Normalized OCR of 1-week-treated non-
transgenic neurons in basal conditions (0 - 14 min), 2 µM oligomycin (21 - 35 min), 2 µM FCCP (42 - 56 
min) and 1 µM antimycin & rotenone (63 - 77 min). Data presented as mean. One experiment. Seahorse 
analysis was performed by Dr. Antonia Piazzesi. 
 

The antibiotic doxycycline has been shown to impair mitochondrial respiration in several 

cell lines in vitro (Chatzispyrou et al., 2015). In order to exclude doxycycline as a 

potential confounder of the mitochondrial pathology detected in induced 3D cultures, the 

OCR measurements of 6-weeks-treated 3D cultures (Fig. 3.20) were reanalyzed in a 

non-normalized plot (Fig. 3.21 A). Notably, the OCR curve of dox-treated cultures was 

shifted downwards in a highly significant fashion (p < 0.001 for basal, oligomycin and 

FCCP conditions, p < 0.05 for antimycin + rotenone). However, the downward shift did 

not occur in cultures that were additionally treated with 10 µM DAPT. Next, we analyzed 

whether doxycycline had a dose-dependent effect on maximum OCR. To this end, non-

transgenic lt-NES-derived neurons were cultivated for one week in 2D culture. During 

cultivation, the cells were treated with six different doxycycline concentrations ranging 

from 0 to 20 µg / ml. Maximum OCR in these cultures was ranked from low to high in the 

following conditions: 0 µg, 0.01 µg, 1 µg, 20 µg, 0.1 µg, 2 µg doxycycline (Fig. 3.21 B). 
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3.10. Cell stress in 3D induced cultures depends on γ-secretase activity 

 

Figure 3.22 Elevated cell stress and apoptosis rate in induced 3D cultures can be reduced by γ-
secretase inhibition 
(A) Confocal micrographs of 6-weeks-treated thin-layer 3D cultures stained with antibodies against the 
DNA double-strand marker gamma-phosphorylated histone 2A (γH2AX). All images from high-density 
areas. Scale bar = 50 µm. (B) Quantification of γH2AX-positive cells. **: p < 0.01. Three independent 
experiments. Kruskal-Wallis with Nimenyi‘s post-hoc test. (C) Confocal micrographs of 6-weeks-treated 
thin-layer 3D cultures stained with antibodies against p-tau (AT8) and the apoptosis marker cleaved-
caspase 3 (cCas3). All images from high-density areas. Scale bar = 100 µm. (D) Quantification of cCas3-
positive cells. **: p < 0.01, *: p < 0.05. Three to four independent experiments. Kruskal-Wallis with 
Nimenyi‘s post-hoc test. All quantifications were normalized to the arithmetic mean of the -Dox condition 
within each independent experiment. 
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Late stages of Alzheimer’s disease are characterized by pronounced brain shrinkage 

due to progressive neuronal degeneration. To assess Aβ-driven cell stress and 

apoptosis, we analyzed markers of cellular degeneration in three-dimensional cultures. 

First, DNA damage was analyzed via immunostaining for phosphorylated histone 2A 

(γH2AX), a marker of DNA double-strand breaks and, in cases of strong nuclear 

reactivity, apoptosis (Fig. 3.22 A). Notably, overall positive cell counts varied between 

independent experiments. Therefore, all data points, i.e. counts from single images, 

were normalized to the arithmetic mean of the -Dox condition within each independent 

experiment to correct inter-experimental variability. Dox-treated cultures displayed 

significantly more nuclei that were highly positive for DNA double-strand breaks than 

untreated cultures (p < 0.01, Fig. 3.22 B), while γ-secretase inhibition via a small-

molecule inhibitor of γ-secretase, RO4929097, (100 nM) reduced γH2AX 

immunoreactivity and abolished significance. To confirm whether the cells entered 

apoptosis, the apoptosis marker cleaved (activated) caspase 3 (cCas3) was 

immunostained in 6-weeks-treated cultures. Cas3 serves as an effector caspase for both 

the intrinsic and the extrinsic apoptotic pathway, and therefore is a surrogate marker for 

apoptotic processes in general. Induced cultures presented considerable p-tau signal 

intensity in somatic and neuritic compartments (as shown earlier, Fig. 3.16) and a 

strongly elevated number of cCas3-positive cells (Fig. 3.22 C). However, the distribution 

of cCas3-positive cells varied from 0 to 24 per field of view between images from the 

same culture. Quantification revealed a significant five-fold increase of cCas3-positive 

cells in induced over uninduced cultures (Fig. 3.22 D). Notably, strong AT8 staining did 

not overlap with cCas3-staining and vice versa. Uninduced thin-layer cultures showed 

no accumulated p-tau, similar to earlier experiments. Analogously, cCas3 reactivity was 

detected sporadically, in isolated cells. According to the amyloid cascade hypothesis, 

eliminating Aβ production should reduce downstream pathologies like p-tau 

accumulation and cell death irrespective of APPSwe/Lon or PS-1ΔE9 overexpression. 

Adding 10 µM DAPT to induced cultures was attempted to minimize Aβ generation 

through γ-secretase inhibition. DAPT-treated cultures displayed no AT8 immuno-

reactivity and 3-fold lower cCas3-positive cells than induced cultures, whereas no 

significant difference was found between uninduced and DAPT-treated cultures.  
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4. Discussion 
 

Alzheimer’s disease is the most common neurodegenerative disorder and the leading 

cause of dementia in the elderly. Despite extensive research into the disease, current 

knowledge has proven insufficient for effective therapeutic interventions. One major 

hurdle is the lack of suitable model systems for basic research and drug development, 

since mouse models have consistently failed to deliver predictive value for human 

treatments, while human brain samples are generally not available for extensive 

longitudinal studies. This project aimed to establish a highly standardized human iPSC-

derived model of AD in authentic neurons that recapitulates all major disease hallmarks 

in an Aβ-driven manner. 

 

 

Figure 4.1 Progressive development of Alzheimer’s disease pathology in 3D cultures 
The AD model developed in this thesis recapitulates the pathology development as predicted by the 
amyloid cascade hypothesis. Induction of Aβ generation causes progressive accumulation and 
aggregation of amyloid-β in the culture supernatant of 3D cultures, the formation of amyloid plaques and, 
later on, p-tau pathology. Induced cultures display altered mitochondrial morphology, impaired respiratory 
capacity and elevated levels of apoptosis. Blocking Aβ generation via γ-secretase inhibition prevents 
amyloid deposition, p-tau pathology and normalizes cell stress. 
 

4.1. iPSCs from a healthy donor retain stem cell characteristics and genomic integrity 

after transgene targeting into the human AAVS1 safe-harbor locus 

 

In order to create a standardized and controllable model, a doxycycline-inducible 

transgene cassette consisting of APPSwe/Lon, PS1ΔE9 and an mCherry reporter 

should be inserted into a silencing-exempt genomic safe harbor. The AAVS1 safe-
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harbor site was selected to host the transgene cassette for inducible Aβ generation 

since it is largely inert to silencing in the human neuronal lineage (Qian et al., 2014). 

Preliminary attempts to introduce the mAP cassette into human iPSCs via lentiviral 

transduction led to virtually complete transgene silencing within 1-3 weeks (data not 

shown), underscoring the importance of transgene stability. The iPSCs used for this 

project had undergone extensive quality control, including pluripotency marker 

expression, differentiation into all three germ layers and genomic integrity. Prior to imAP 

insertion, Sanger sequencing confirmed the integrity of the AAVS1 locus. Sequencing of 

the genotype-determining region of APOE, the most relevant AD risk factor, revealed an 

ε3/ε4 genotype that is associated with a moderate increase of AD risk (Huang et al., 

2017, Michaelson, 2014). However, even a high-dosage treatment with APOE 4 in vitro 

merely caused only a 1.5 – 2-fold increase in endogenous APP expression in a recent 

study (10 µg/ml APOE ε4 vs. APOE ε3, Huang et al., 2017). Accordingly, even 

unphysiologically high APOE 4 levels exert only mild influence on APP expression, so 

that the APOE genotype is expected to have a minor impact on the model. The clone 

used for this thesis was additionally subjected to SNP analysis to validate genomic 

integrity. SNP analysis relies on genotyping a large number (i.e. 100,000) of common 

variants in the human genome, enabling a genomic integrity check at superior resolution 

compared to classical karyotyping, such as G-banding. However, since the imAP clone-

derived cultures differ only in doxycycline and secretase inhibitor treatment, higher 

resolution genomic analysis such as exome or whole-genome sequencing is likely not 

necessary. 

Upon nucleofection of the donor plasmid and two TALEN plasmids into iPSCs sufficient 

numbers of colonies formed after puromycin selection with an efficiency range of one 

resistant colony per 10,000 seeded cells. The rather low number of insertion events 

might be enhanced by optimizing the nucleofection protocol and using improved 

hardware, such as the 4D nucleofector. Furthermore, replacing the TALENs with more 

efficient CRISPR-Cas9, either as plasmids or as preloaded ribonucleoprotein (Cas9 

protein + gRNA, “RNP”) complexes might boost homologous recombination. 

Validation and genotyping of AAVS1-targeted iPSC clones aimed to determine three key 

parameters: Transgene integration into the AAVS1 locus, insertion zygosity and cassette 

integrity. To this end, a multiplex PCR strategy for single-reaction determination of 
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integration and zygosity was devised. It combines a puromycin resistance-specific 

primer with two primers up- and downstream of the AAVS1 insertion site (Akajima et al., 

2009). The reaction generates a 2 kb product for inserted, and a 1.8 kb product for wild-

type alleles that are easily distinguished in agarose gel electrophoresis. Heterozygous 

clones yield two bands of equal signal intensity, whereas mixed clones often display one 

strong and one weak band. To a degree, this enables screening for average insertion 

frequency in polyclonal approaches by collecting bulk DNA. To guide genome repair 

mechanisms towards homologous recombination, the DNA ligase IV inhibitor L755507 

was added to the cells for the first 24 h as it has been reported to increase 

recombination efficiency (Yu et al., 2015). The homologous recombination method used 

here carries a risk of failure leading to vector breakage and partial transgene insertion 

(Mizuno et al., 2009). To exclude partial integrations, an additional conventional PCR 

reaction was established to analyze the cassette at the 3’ end. Since the PCR-based 

strategy successfully determined all relevant insertion parameters, no additional 

genotyping assays such as Southern blot analysis using multiple probes, or whole-

genome sequencing, were employed. 

In contrast to insertion frequency, faithful safe-harbor targeting in puromycin-resistant 

clones proved to be exceptionally high (95 %), distributed evenly among homo- and 

heterozygous insertions, and surpassing previously reported outcomes in terms of 

resistant colonies (200 / 107 cells vs. reported 30 / 107 cells) and integration efficiency 

(95 % vs. reported 70 %) (Qian et al., 2014). AAVS1-imAP iPSC clones of the two 

possible genotypes (mono- and biallelic insertion) were inducible and the validity of the 

genotyping PCR was reflected by lower mCherry fluorescence intensity in clones 

carrying only one copy. Dox-controlled systems enable temporal control over transgene 

expression, with two major downsides. First, upon induction, it takes several days for 

mCherry fluorescence to accumulate to measurable levels. This is expected since 

construct expression is not instantaneous, but ramps up over several days before 

reaching a plateau phase (Qian et al., 2014). This phenomenon is especially relevant for 

ORFs downstream of IRES sequences due to their lower translation efficiency 

(Mizuguchi et al., 2000). Given the long timeframe of the presented experiments, the 

ramp-up phase is likely insignificant as long as the plateau phase remains stable. 

Second, in the Tet-On system, construct expression occurs even in uninduced 
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conditions (“leakiness”), albeit at very low level (<1 % of maximal expression) (Stieger et 

al., 2009). Leak expression of FAD proteins might theoretically cause cellular 

impairment, but only to a low degree. A comparison between non-transgenic and 

uninduced imAP neurons using a high-sensitivity method to measure secreted Aβ, such 

as ELISA, would help to determine the magnitude of leak expression. 

AAVS1-imAP iPSC clones were validated for expression of the pluripotency markers 

TRA-1-81 and SSEA4 (Thomson et al., 1998). Ectoderm differentiation capacity was 

sufficient for the purposes of this thesis, therefore differentiation into meso- and 

endoderm were not tested again, since the parental line was fully validated. 

Differentiation potential in all germ layers can be tested by undirected differentiation and 

staining of germ layer-specific markers (e.g. TUBB3, SMA, AFP), teratoma formation in 

immunosuppressed mice, or via transcriptome profiling methods like Scorecard or 

Pluritest (Müller et al., 2011, Tsankov et al., 2016). Due to the subcloning of inserted 

cells and microevolution effects during iPSC cultivation, enrichment of genomically 

aberrant cells is an inherent risk for cell lines including pluripotent stem cells (Blasco et 

al., 2011, Oliveira et al., 2014, Rebuzzini et al., 2015). Therefore, AAVS1-imAP iPSC 

clones used for further work were validated for genomic integrity by SNP analysis, and 

aberrant clones were discarded. SNP analysis determines the copy number of common 

single-nucleotide variants to infer the presence of, duplications, deletions and loss of 

heterozygosity at a resolution greater than G-banding, but cannot detect balanced 

chromosomal rearrangements (Pfeifer et al., 2006). In conclusion, the AAVS1-imAP 

iPSC clones used in this study were validated according to current standards and 

successful targeting of the imAP cassette into both alleles of the AAVS1 site could be 

shown. 

 

4.2. AD-transgenic neural stem cells give rise to authentic neurons with inducible 

transgene expression 

 

When Choi and colleagues first established a 3D model of human AD, they employed 

immortalized NPCs carrying the V-MYC oncogene to promote extensive passaging and 

prevent cell death (ReN cell VM). Problematically, MYC transcription factors influence 

about 15 % of all human genes, and in a non-linear manner (i.e. weakly expressed 
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genes are moderately upregulated, highly expressed genes are strongly upregulated) 

(McMahon, 2010). Taken together, V-MYC overexpression might skew AD-related 

pathophenotypes through unphysiologically gene expression profiles, abnormal stress 

tolerance and prevention of neurodegeneration. Authentic non-transformed human cells, 

such as iPSC-derived NPCs clear the way for a physiologically more relevant model that 

is not impeded by oncogene expression. The first step towards exploiting this option is to 

look at neurons, the most affected cell type in AD. Today, there is a wide range of 

protocols to generate different neuronal subtypes, i.e. general cortical, cortical 

excitatory, cortical inhibitory, mid-hindbrain or cerebellar (Koch et al., 2009, Muguruma 

et al., 2015, Shi et al., 2012, Yang et al., 2017, Zhang et al., 2013). However, an 

extensive body of literature addresses contributions from astrocytes, microglia or 

macrophages to AD as well (Gate et al., 2010, Grathwohl et al., 2009, Söllvander et al., 

2016). 

For this study, AAVS1-imAP iPSCs were differentiated into long-term self-renewing 

neuroepithelial-like stem (lt-NES) cells with mid-hindbrain regional identity (Koch et al., 

2009). This stable intermediary population provides standardized starting conditions for 

further differentiation and displays rosette morphology indicative of a late neuro-

ectodermal stage in development with pronounced cell polarization and apical tight-

junction formation (Elkabetz et al., 2008).  

Upon growth-factor withdrawal, lt-NES cells differentiated as expected into both 

GABAergic neurons and glial cells as previously described (Falk et al., 2012, Koch et al., 

2009). During 3D differentiation at very high density, the medium acidification rate 

remained constant over time and between treatment conditions, indicating good cell 

viability similar to descriptions of RenVM-based 3D cultures (Choi et al., 2014, Kim et al., 

2015). Notably, using cell count per area introduces a major caveat: Nuclear or 

immunostainings for e.g. neuronal markers do not yield reliable results due to the very 

high cell density. Therefore, quantifications of micrographs were normalized to area 

rather than cell count since data in this thesis shows that cultures were very 

homogenous and stable in terms of neuronal marker expression (TUBB3). Nonetheless, 

future studies should explore alternative methods for normalization, such as 

stereological approaches established for quantifications in tissue slices. When induced 

with doxycycline, mCherry fluorescence accumulated over approximately two weeks. 
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Since mCherry is situated two IRES sequences downstream of the APP start codon, 

lower expression strength compared to cap-dependent translation and increased time-

till-plateau was expected (Mizuguchi et al., 2000). Preliminary dot blot experiments on 

2D cultures indicated a plateau in Aβ release 24 - 48 h after doxycycline exposure (data 

not shown). Accordingly, Aβ is efficiently generated in three-dimensional cultures from 

the first week of induction through the full cultivation period. Thus, matching earlier 

reports, differentiation along the neural lineage did not cause silencing of the imAP-

cassette, and cellular morphology was unaltered. A time-course analysis of Aβ 

secretion, e.g. by ELISA, might help to explore the Aβ generation dynamics in greater 

detail. The Tet-On system is known to exhibit low-level transcription even in the absence 

of doxycycline. This effect was not visible in fluorescence imaging, but might be 

detectable in western blotting. Thus, a comparison between non-transgenic and imAP12 

cultures from the same donor background could yield more precise measurements of 

relative Aβ release. 

In summary, neural precursor cells generated from imAP iPSCs were compatible with 

the 3D matrix culture, differentiated readily into neurons and astrocytes, and could be 

induced to release elevated Aβ levels upon doxycycline treatment.  

 

 

4.3. 3D matrix cultures entrap Aβ and enable aggregate formation 

 

Elevated Aβ production in transgenic neural cells and entrapment of Aβ in the gel matrix 

are the central premises of three-dimensional gel cultures. In 2D cultures, doxycycline 

induction increased Aβ40 levels in the supernatant 5-fold and Aβ42 levels 40-fold with an 

overall 8-fold increase of the Aβ42/40 ratio (from 0.1 to 0.8). An increased Aβ42/40 ratio is 

associated with a drastic increase in pathogenicity (Choi et al., 2014, Selkoe et al., 2016, 

Shi et al., 2012, Kwak et al., 2020). When comparing the ratio of Aβ generation in 

control and transgene expressing cells between this and the 2014 study, the increase in 

Aβ40 generation was twofold less than previously reported using the same transgenic 

cassette, but the Aβ42 increase strongly surpassed earlier results approximately fourfold 

(Choi et al., 2014). As different normalization methods were used, the absolute values 

are not directly comparable. The most recent study from the Kim lab employing clonal 
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immortalized FAD-transgenic cells analyzed downstream pathology in response to 

Aβ42/40 ratios from 0.05 to 1.4 (Kwak et al., 2020). The authors found that the Aβ42/40 ratio 

is the strongest determinant of tau pathology and cytotoxicity, whereas total Aβ did not 

correlate closely. Thus, the presented system with an Aβ42/40 ratio of about 0.8, a value 

well inside the tested range (0.05 to 1.4), is expected to induce moderate downstream 

pathology. Due to putative Tet-On leakiness, the increase of the Aβ42/40 ratio might be 

even larger when compared to non-transgenic instead of uninduced controls. At the 

same time, construct expression from the safe harbor is highly standardized due to the 

clonal nature of the line with exactly two transgene copies per cell and more stable due 

to the safe-harbor localization of the transgene cassette. Thus, the presented system 

provides a robust and more standardized experimental platform than high-expressing 

RenVM cells that require repeated enrichment by FACSorting every few passages, and 

is easier to shield from genomic aberrations from extensive subcloning (Kim et al., 2015, 

Kwak et al., 2020). Comparing Aβ levels in the supernatant of 2D and 3D cultures via 

western blotting and ELISA showed that induction massively elevated Aβ levels in 2D 

supernatants. Since no such increase was detected in 3D culture supernatants with the 

same cell count, medium volume and incubation time, this suggests that Aβ most likely 

gets entrapped in the gel.  

Indeed, Aβ precipitation in the gel matrix was discovered by autofluorescence from 

amyloid deposits, in analogy to how amyloid plaques and vascular amyloidosis can be 

detected by fluorescence microscopy (Kwan et al., 2009). Aβ autofluorescence is 

specifically excited by UV light in the 360 – 430 nm range with a broad emission peak 

around 525 nm. Thin-layer 3D cultures are amenable to autofluorescence 

measurements during the cultivation period by automated whole-well imaging, and 

autofluorescent material could be readily detected in induced cultures, although the 

nature of the deposited material is not clear. Surprisingly, the depositions became 

noticeable after only one week of induction, plateaued after approximately three weeks 

and remained unchanged for the remainder of the experiment. Anti-Aβ staining at six 

weeks of treatment specifically labeled the most autofluorescent regions. In addition, 

highly autofluorescent regions were free of mCherry reporter fluorescence, suggesting 

that these areas are cell-free. In the light of earlier experiments that showed robust Aβ 

generation in imAP12 neurons upon induction and efficient Aβ entrapment in the gel 
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matrix, the autofluorescence and immunoreactivity to Aβ-specific antibodies indicate Aβ 

deposition. Considering the timeline, it seems likely that these are oligomeric or 

protofibrillar species. Either immunostaining with oligomer-specific antibodies or non-

denaturing western blot analysis could be used to validate this assumption. However, it 

is unclear why depositions occur in particular locations. In retrospect, the deposition 

sites can be identified prior to induction via autofluorescence and do occur in uninduced 

cultures as well, yet without any deposition within the experimental time frame. These 

structures might be matrix inhomogeneities resulting from the gel matrix itself, or sites of 

particular matrix composition. Using different matrix materials might shed light on the 

required chemical or structural features for amyloid entrapment, and could thus be 

helpful towards i.e. blocking sites of Aβ precipitation to promote clearance. For example, 

defined hydrogels like PuraMatrix are biocompatible, yet very reductionist. Such a matrix 

could be used as a test scaffold for various ECM proteins to elucidate their effect on 

amyloid deposition. For example, heparansulfate proteoglycans (HSPGs) have been 

implicated in amyloid formation in mouse models of AD (Liedmann et al., 2012, Liu et al., 

2016, Thonhoff et al., 2008). In brief, induction of imAP12 cultures for six weeks 

increased Aβ-related pathogenic parameters like total Aβ40 and Aβ42 and the Aβ42/40 

ratio, while 3D cultivation enabled efficient Aβ entrapment visualized by deposit 

formation.  

 

4.4. Aβ-generating cultures form SDS-insoluble Aβ aggregates 

 

After detecting extensive Aβ accumulations in induced 3D matrix cultures, the nature of 

these accumulations was further probed using β-sheet-specific chemical dyes and Aβ-

specific antibodies. Traditional dye stains, for example Congo red, are still commonly 

employed for neuropathological diagnosis of AD. Congo red integrates into a 

longitudinal groove on mature amyloid fibrils. After staining, plaques show a 

characteristic pink color in bright field images, and “apple-green” birefringence when 

viewed with two orthogonal polarizing filters. However, this detection method was 

optimized for 5 - 10 µm paraffin sections, whereas thin-layer 3D cultures are 100 – 200 

µm thick. In the latter case, stained structures appear black before and after staining due 

to their high optical density. Problematically, the typical fibrous microstructure is not 
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visible and it is impossible to judge whether specific staining was achieved. This issue 

was circumvented by relying on Congo red fluorescence upon excitation with 555 nm 

light (Clement et al., 2014). Sequential staining of autofluorescent amyloid aggregates 

with Congo red and its derivative Methoxy-X04 clearly demonstrated specific binding 

and fluorescence in optically dense aggregate structures that was not present prior to 

staining and exclusive to the fluorescence channel associated with the respective dye. 

Further examination of induced thin-layer 3D cultures after six weeks of treatment 

revealed numerous tightly packed, fibrous, specifically autofluorescent and ThT-reactive 

structures in the 5 – 100 µm size range, therefore matching typical criteria for the 

identification of extracellular Aβ aggregates (Serrano-Pozo et al., 2011). This was further 

confirmed by co-staining of the aggregate structures with Aβ-specific antibodies and 

amyloid dyes. Notably, the listed conditions applied to dense aggregates that were also 

visible in phase contrast. However, other diffuse structures were detectable in Aβ 

immunostainings, but not in Thioflavin T-stainings or in phase contrast. Thus, the first 

type resembles “dense” or “cored” plaques, while the second appears as diffuse Aβ 

aggregates in induced imAP12 3D cultures (Serrano-Pozo et al., 2011).  

In high-magnification confocal images, structurally distinct zones inside β-sheet 

aggregates became apparent. Central regions contained fibrous material, whereas the 

periphery was rich in globular structures, a feature that has been described in numerous 

publications (Blazquez-Llorca, 2010, Kwan et al., 2009, Serrano-Pozo et al., 2011). 

Imaging of UV-induced autofluorescence together with Thioflavin T staining clearly 

demonstrates a near-perfect overlap in fibrillar areas in the core of the aggregate, 

whereas no ThT staining is found in globular or amorphous peripheral regions of the 

aggregate that are, nonetheless, autofluorescent. This result is of two-fold importance. 

First, it demonstrates the high affinity of ThT to amyloid fibrils in contrast to amorphous 

aggregates. Second, different aggregation stages coexisting confirm the model of local 

hyperaccumulation leading to sequential and progressive formation of larger aggregate 

structures (Finder et al., 2007). The outer edges of in vivo plaques in mouse models 

frequently spread tendril-like extensions into the surrounding tissue (Bussière et al., 

2004). Most amyloid aggregates detected in this model did not display tendril formation 

and resembled the “burned-out” morphology, i.e. small, dense and asymmetrically 

structured plaques without a surrounding corona of cobweb-like fibrils. However, in few 
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cases unipolar tendril formation was observed in MX04-stained aggregates after long 

exposures. Plaques often display similarly dense and irregular morphologies. For future 

experiments, analyzing the contribution of different matrix materials and cell seeding 

patterns on the localization, growth pattern and final shape of aggregates in this model 

might help to uncover why plaque formation occurs specifically in some brain regions. 

Thick-layer 3D cultures were employed to study the biochemical features of the 

deposited Aβ. Local Aβ accumulations were detected just like in thin-layer cultures. To 

visualize the 3D deposit distribution, we adapted an existing protocol for tissue 

clearance for whole mouse brains to thick-layer matrix cultures (Schwarz et al., 2015). 

Acquisition of a whole thick-layer culture in light-sheet imaging demonstrated a 

homogeneous distribution of numerous small and few large Aβ-positive structures. 

Protein samples from 4-months-old thick-layer cultures contained elevated Aβ levels in 

TBS- and SDS-insoluble fractions, indicating strongly aggregated amyloid material. 

SDS-insoluble Aβ is a specific feature of human AD (Kalback et al., 2002, Kuo et al., 

2001). For future studies, analyzing various chemical parameters of Aβ peptides and 

aggregates in 3D cultures might reveal how insolubility in 3D cultures can be 

mechanistically explained, especially concerning degradation of the Aβ peptide termini 

and posttranslational modifications. In AD patients, plaques contain only little, if any, full-

length Aβ40 and Aβ42. Instead, the peptides are N-terminally truncated and 

pyroglutamylated, likely from partial degradation (Kuo et al., 2001). To get a better 

understanding of the composition and ultrastructural configuration of the aggregates in 

the presented cultures, further analyses, such as electron microscopy for the 

morphological features and purification of the aggregates followed by mass 

spectrometry to analyze the chemical composition might prove worthwhile. 

In the present system, AD-associated pathogenic variants of APP and Presenilin-1, both 

functionally relevant proteins in neurons, are highly expressed to boost Aβ generation. 

To confirm that any phenotype is a consequence of excessive Aβ generation, APP 

processing to Aβ was blocked in induced cultures via γ-secretase inhibition. As 

expected, induced cultures formed numerous Aβ particles, but blocking Aβ generation 

prevented particle formation almost completely. These data match the results of our 

previous study (Choi et al., 2014). It should be noted that the most common strategy to 

block APP processing – application of γ-secretase inhibitors – is fraught with unspecific 
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side effects on vital neuronal signaling pathways, especially Notch (Borghese et al., 

2010). Therefore, DAPT-treated cultures exhibit a different cellular composition 

compared to non-DAPT-treated controls, such as a lower fraction of glial cells. 

Interestingly, γ-secretase inhibition was associated with reduced stability of the gel 

matrix. DAPT-treated cultures more often detached from the well wall and contracted 

into a spheroid-like shape. As contracted cultures were subject to different conditions 

than non-contracted cultures, they were excluded from all analyses. Surprisingly, 

addition of murine astrocytes prevented culture contraction completely (Christian van ‘t 

Hekke, internship report). Therefore, astrocytes might play a vital role in culture integrity, 

and, accordingly, compounds that modulate the APP processing of γ-secretase instead 

of blocking all of its activity (SGSM41, RO4929097), or β-secretase inhibitors might 

prove useful as more specific tools in future experiments.  

To summarize, induced 3D cultures contained structures resembling plaques with 

respect to morphology, autofluorescence and specific dye reactivity. But more 

importantly, the presence of SDS insoluble Aβ indicates that 3D matrices not only entrap 

Aβ monomers, but also promote Aβ aggregation. This suggests that induced 3D cultures 

might contain large reservoirs of toxic Aβ oligomers and protofibrils. 

 

4.5. Aβ-dependent progressive tau phosphorylation culminates in tau aggregate 

deposition 
 
Tauopathy is the second major hallmark of Alzheimer’s disease and typically appears 

after the onset of amyloidosis. Afflicted neurons undergo a progressive phosphorylation 

of the microtubule-associated protein tau at a variety of epitopes, referred to as 

“hyperphosphorylation”. The additional negative charges detach hyperphosphorylated 

tau proteins from the microtubule network, which seems to lead to p-tau enrichment in 

the somatodendritic segment. One current hypothesis assumes that tau is 

phosphorylated in response to postsynaptic calcium elevation via Aβ oligomer binding to 

the prion protein receptor (PrPc) and activation of the downstream tyrosine kinase Fyn 

(Crews et al., 2010, Kaufman et al., 2015). Another states that tau hyperphosphorylation 

is a cellular response to Aβ toxicity, with p-tau being an integral component of stress-

granule formation (Ash et al., 2014). RNA stress granules contain high concentrations of 
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hyperphosphorylated tau that is thought to carry a stochastic risk of forming a p-tau 

aggregate seed that can later spread (Apicco et al., 2018, Vanderweyde et al., 2016).  

In the present study, first indications of elevated tau phosphorylation could be detected 

after six weeks of dox treatment. P-tau accumulation progressed with longer cultivation 

and affected most neurons in 4-months-treated cultures. Since increasing tau content is 

not only a sign of neuronal pathology, but also a feature of normal neuronal maturation, 

overall culture reactivity to tau or p-tau antibodies is not a specific parameter for 

pathogenic changes (reviewed in Bodea et al., 2016). In contrast, pathologic p-tau is 

well known to translocate from the axon to the somatodendritic compartment, or to 

accumulate in short stretches of cellular processes (Perl, 2010). Interestingly, in our 

model only dox-induced cultures displayed somatic or somatodendritic p-tau 

accumulation. High-resolution imaging uncovered dysmorphic, strongly p-tau positive 

segments of processes as well as neurons with characteristically misshapen cell bodies, 

matching histopathological findings in AD patient brains (Blazquez-Llorca, 2010). Since 

soma shape was highly variable, only strongly p-tau positive cellular processes could be 

quantified to reveal a five-fold increase of p-tau positive segment length in induced over 

uninduced cultures. Additionally, treatment with a γ-secretase inhibitor prevented the 

appearance of p-tau positive processes almost completely, suggesting that p-tau 

pathology strongly depends on Aβ accumulation. The same pattern applied to the 

number of strongly p-tau positive process segments. 

Further markers of neuronal dystrophy in Alzheimer’s disease include p-tau “husks”, 

dystrophic neurites, and axonal swellings. Together, they indicate progression from 

amyloidosis to the onset of neurodegeneration. Husks are p-tau leftovers from perished 

neurons that outline the shape of the original cell. Although rare, several husks were 

detected in 3D cultures as early as after six weeks of dox treatment. Classically, 

dystrophic neurites are characterized by bulbous end-terminals in close proximity to 

amyloid plaques. In induced cultures, areas of reduced neurite density occasionally 

surrounded autofluorescent deposits. Neurites in these areas appeared dystrophic and 

swollen. Notably, these neurites were negative for p-tau. In addition, however, numerous 

neurite terminals without close deposits were enlarged and stained strongly for p-tau, 

similar to p-tau positive cells in the brain interstitium.  
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Tauopathy is associated with impairments in various cellular functions, among others in 

trafficking of proteins and metabolites (Bodea et al., 2016). Axons in induced cultures 

showed single, swollen distensions that were stained strongly by p-tau antibodies similar 

to a previous report of in vitro tauopathy that employed overexpression of an 

aggregation-prone pseudo-hyperphosphorylated tau mutant (Mertens et al., 2013). 

These swellings likely result from material build-up due to transport defects. To follow 

up, scrutinizing microtubule integrity in the vicinity of the swellings might reveal whether 

cytoskeleton degradation is involved. Alternatively, measuring mitochondrial motility in 

live cultures might probe the axonal transport impairment.  

Apart from localization, the defining parameter of neurofibrillary tangles is the 

aggregated state of p-tau culminating in fibril formation. To address this issue, we first 

analyzed the size distribution of p-tau aggregates using semi-denaturing gel 

electrophoresis of protein samples from 6-weeks-treated cultures and found that p-tau 

formed larger aggregates in induced cultures, similar to findings in a mouse model of 

human tauopathy (Schoch et al., 2016). In the majority of induced cultures, SDD-AGE 

showed signals at the site of the pocket, hinting at very large aggregated species. It 

should be noted that SDD-AGE does not result in clean band patterns, but rather in 

high-molecular weight smears that extend further up the more aggregated the target 

protein has been. Still, immunohistochemical staining against the fibril-specific “paperclip 

conformation” epitope of p-tau (MC-1) did not yield visible reactivity in 6-weeks-old 

cultures (data not shown), suggesting that p-tau aggregates, but no mature fibrils are 

present at this time point. To confirm this finding, electron microscopy might provide 

further insights into the structure of the well-bound p-tau aggregates. For this purpose, 

cell lysates are sequentially fractionated to yield sarkosyl-insoluble material that is then 

immunostained against tau with gold-labeled antibodies. This way, the typical paired 

helical filament (PHF) structure of mature p-tau fibrils can be visualized. In contrast, the 

same procedure in intact cells could show the presence of highly ordered, longitudinally 

aligned fibrils in neuronal somata. It would also be interesting to determine the splice 

isoforms of tau that are generated and aggregated in induced and uninduced cultures, 

because different isoforms are associated with characteristic aggregation patterns and 

diseases like AD or Pick’s disease (Bussiere et al., 2000). Since the adult human brain 

contains similar levels of shorter (3R) and longer (4R) isoforms, whereas fetal brains 
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almost exclusively show 3R, specific antibody stainings, western blot analysis or qPCR 

could help to better understand the maturity of the cultures and to characterize tau 

composition. It has recently been reported that splicing of the 4R tau isoform can be 

enforced and is highly toxic to mouse neurons (Schoch et al., 2016). The same method 

could be applied to human cells in this model to explore the contributions of various tau 

isoforms on pathology initiation and progression. 

Taken together, induced 3D imAP12 cultures develop progressive p-tau pathology 

between six weeks and four months of dox treatment, starting with immunoreactivity 

against phosphorylated tau epitopes, and culminating in accumulation of high-molecular 

weight aggregates, and neuronal dystrophy. Chemical inhibition of γ-secretase prevents 

these phenotypes which suggests that the p-tau pathology in this model is Aβ-driven. 

 

4.6. P-tau in induced cultures recapitulates mature fibril pathology in vitro 

 

To elucidate whether longer cultivation promotes the formation of more mature p-tau 

aggregates cultures were treated with dox for up to four months. Strikingly, various 

autofluorescent deposits were surrounded by dystrophic neurites that stained positive for 

aggregated p-tau in a fibril-specific conformation. The MC-1 antibody-reactive structures 

encompassed both swollen and regularly shaped neurites, partly overlapped with 

autofluorescent deposits and were strongly Thioflavin T-reactive. Beyond the immediate 

vicinity of deposits, a fraction of neurons displayed MC-1 immunoreactivity in the 

somatic and neuritic compartments. As described in previous studies in AD brain slices, 

strongly MC-1-positive cells typically occurred one at a time, surrounded by negative 

cells, although occasionally strands of axons were slightly MC-1-reactive as well 

(Blazquez-Llorca, 2010). The absence of MC-1 immunoreactivity from the DAPT-treated 

condition strongly suggests the dependence of the p-tau pathology on Aβ generation. 

Taken together, these results establish that both amyloid and p-tau pathologies match 

the human in vivo situation in numerous key parameters and can be elicited by elevated 

Aβ secretion alone. Additionally, the presented model supports the amyloid cascade 

hypothesis insofar as both major AD hallmarks occur sequentially and progressively and 

that inhibiting γ-secretase can effectively prevent both phenotypes (Selkoe et al., 2016). 
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4.7. High Aβ levels lead to mitochondria pathology including impaired respiratory 

capacity  

 

The severe p-tau pathology prompted further investigation of functional impairments in 

dox-treated cultures, such as mitochondrial metabolism. Mitochondrial impairment is a 

key factor in the development and progression of various neurologic disorders including 

AD, yet it has been largely ignored in existing in vitro models of AD (Borger et al., 2011, 

Choi et al., 2014, Lin et al., 2006, Shi et al., 2012). Neurons have to satisfy the 

substantial energy demands of their physiological functions mostly relying on oxidative 

phosphorylation, such as establishment and maintenance of the membrane potential 

and the large and complex neuronal architecture itself (Bélanger et al., 2011, Hall et al., 

2012). Accordingly, mitochondrial impairment can severely affect neuronal function and 

survival. Since mitochondria depend on the efficient import of cytoplasmic proteins and 

metabolites, this organelle is highly sensitive to changes in cellular proteostasis and any 

interference with transport mechanisms across the mitochondrial membrane as well as 

mitochondrial localization, i.e. along the axon (López-Crisosto et al., 2015, Paasch et al., 

2018).  

A p-tau-positive subset of neurons in dox-induced 3D cultures demonstrated a 

fragmented mitochondrial phenotype with reduced average network size and an 

increased number of singular mitochondria. It should be noted that the overall number of 

large networks was unaltered in dox-induced cultures. These data support the idea that 

accumulated mitochondrial damage forces increased shedding of defective mitochondria 

(Ni et al., 2015). However, the effect was only detectable in cells with robust p-tau 

staining in the somatodendritic segment. This finding points to two important 

conclusions. First, only a small subset of cells is affected by strong changes to 

mitochondrial morphology, pending further analysis to detect more subtle morphological 

differences. While there is no indication whether the relationship between tau and 

mitochondria is causal or correlational, future research might pick this thread up for 

further mechanistic exploration. For example, some reports claim that Aβ can directly 

interact with mitochondrial membrane pore complexes and intra-mitochondrial proteins, 

triggering mitochondrial proteome imbalances (Cenini et al., 2016, Devi et al., 2010). 

Analyzing mitochondrial import in our AD model might help to validate this hypothesis. 
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Second, our model could serve as a testbed for therapeutic interventions aimed at 

mitochondria, for example via pharmacological inhibition of mitochondrial fragmentation. 

This strategy has been shown to rescue neurotoxicity in a mouse model of AD, and 

would be an ideal candidate to be validated in a human model (Wang et al., 2017).  

Since mitochondrial fragmentation is an indicator of functional decline, we performed a 

Seahorse analysis to measure respiratory capacity (Borger et al., 2011, Lin et al., 2006). 

This inquiry revealed that after normalization to non-mitochondrial respiration dox-

induced cultures demonstrated similar respiration compared to controls under baseline 

conditions, but the maximum respiratory rate was significantly reduced. This means that 

mitochondria in induced cultures cannot provide as much energy, e.g. during neuronal 

activity. Finally, permanent inhibition of Aβ generation normalizes the maximum 

respiratory rate even in the presence of doxycycline, showing that neither doxycycline 

nor the overexpression of fAD transgenes is likely to be responsible for the 

pathophenotype. As shown above, mitochondrial fragmentation affected only a small 

subset of neurons, suggesting that functional impairment precedes network degradation. 

To find out whether the altered morphology and respiration reflect changes in protein 

expression, key respiratory chain proteins were assessed in dox-induced cultures 

compared to uninduced controls and Dox+DAPT-treated cultures. Notably, all of those 

proteins are encoded in the nucleus and do not depend on mitochondrial translation 

machinery. Therefore, they are likely unaffected by the doxycycline treatment. The 

complex I component NDUFB8 was reduced by approximately 60 % and complex IV 

subunit I by 25 %. Complexes I and IV generate the proton gradient across the inner 

mitochondrial membrane, accordingly this finding might explain the reduction in 

respiratory capacity measured before (Kühlbrandt, 2015). A reduction in the proton 

gradient directly affects ATP generation by complex V. Since mitochondrial respiration is 

the major neuronal energy source, the impairment cannot be compensated easily and 

might cause various downstream problems, such as collapse of energy-dependent 

mechanisms (membrane potential, transport, etc.) or increased oxidative stress. The 

complex I deficit described here can be interpreted twofold, as there are numerous and 

conflicting results from previous rodent and human studies. Rats have shown improved 

mitochondrial respiration when complex I functionality was supplemented with the small 

compound idebenone in a study from the Fujita lab, yet the Trushina group 
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demonstrated the improved cognition in AD mouse models by mild inhibition of complex 

I (Sugiyama et al., 1985, Zhang et al., 2015). On the contrary, the Choi group found an 

acceleration of amyloid toxicity upon complex I inhibition in mice (Joh et al., 2017). 

Incidentally, the replacement strategy via idebenone has failed to show any effect in AD 

patients (Thal et al., 2003).  

Doxycycline has been reported to affect the mitochondrial translation at concentrations 

from 0.5 to 20 µg/ml (1 µg/ml was used in this study), an effect that could seriously 

obscure mitochondrial measurements (Chatzispyrou et al., 2015). Yet, while dox-treated 

cultures displayed significantly lower non-normalized OCR than controls at all time 

points, Dox+DAPT-treated cultures and controls were statistically indistinguishable, 

indicating that the mitochondrial pathology is Aβ- but not Dox-driven. Additionally, the 

maximum OCR of 2D-cultivated lt-NES-derived neurons showed no dose-response 

relationship when the cells were treated with doxycycline concentrations ranging from 0 

to 20 µg/ml for one week. These findings demonstrate that doxycycline did not confound 

the mitochondrial phenotype shown here in a detectable fashion. Thus, the reduced 

oxygen consumption curve in dox-treated cultures is likely a reflection of the cytotoxic 

Aβ and p-tau pathologies. The analyses shown here accounted for different cell 

numbers in different conditions by comparing normalized OCR curves. Future 

experiments should take cell numbers and viability at the time of Seahorse analysis into 

consideration, e.g. via post-hoc assessment of DNA content in each well. Other potential 

confounders, such as changes to the neuron-glia ratio, altered neuronal subtype 

composition, cell size, complexity, maturity, or synapse count were not addressed. 

Ideally, the analyzed cultures should be characterized at cellular level, either by panels 

of immunostainings and FACS analysis, or by single cell RNA sequencing to determine 

the exact identities and developmental trajectories of the cells.  

The fragmentation of the mitochondrial network, the impaired respiratory chain protein 

balance and the reduced maximum respiratory rate might be complex but powerful 

readouts to illuminate the relationship of Aβ, p-tau and mitochondria in this AD model as 

proposed earlier. Therefore, further exploration of this mitochondrial dysfunction 

phenotype is a promising goal for future use of the model system, especially in the 

context of conflicting data from rodent models and AD patients. 
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4.8. Elevated Aβ levels increase cellular stress 

 

Induced three-dimensional cultures display significantly elevated levels of markers for 

DNA damage and apoptosis, compared to uninduced or DAPT-treated cultures. The 

mitochondrial pathology might be a link between the Aβ and DNA damage due to 

calcium release and generation of reactive oxygen species (ROS) in dysfunctional 

mitochondria (Bonda et al., 2011). ROS accumulation can drive both DNA damage and, 

further downstream, apoptosis (Mukherjee et al., 1995). To confirm this pathway, ROS 

production should be evaluated, for example using ROS-sensing dyes like MitoSOX or 

CellROX. If increased ROS production is found, the DNA damage and apoptosis might 

be averted by antioxidant treatment, e.g. trolox (Forrest et al., 1994). The final stage of 

Alzheimer’s disease features extensive neuronal loss and cognitive decline. Up to this 

point, Aβ-based mouse models have consistently failed to recapitulate widespread 

neurodegeneration, while studies involving particular humanized tau isoforms showed 

tremendous neurotoxicity (Sasaguri et al., 2017, Schoch et al., 2016). These reports 

make clear that mouse physiology is unsuitable to comprehensively model AD, although 

mouse models have undeniable merits to elucidate particular subsets of the pathology. 

In vitro models, on the other hand, suffer from artificial cell populations being highly 

resistant to cell death due to oncogene expression or insufficiently strong pathology for 

late-stage disease modeling (Choi et al., 2014, Shi et al., 2012). Immortalized neural 

cells that have been used in a previous study did not show substantial cell death, likely 

due to V-MYC overexpression, which means that the new iPSC-based model is a 

considerable step forward towards modeling neurodegeneration in AD. Most importantly, 

it can be concluded that the cell death phenotype is purely Aβ-dependent, similar to the 

Aβ and p-tau aggregation phenotypes. Interestingly, markers of tauopathy and apoptosis 

were generally not co-stained in the same cells. This observation seems counterintuitive 

at first sight, yet it is a matter of intense debate whether apoptosis actually is the major 

mode of neuronal decline in AD. While cell death was classically divided into apoptosis 

and necrosis, more recent research untangled further subdivisions such as necroptosis 

or pyroptosis (Kroemer et al., 2009, Tait et al., 2014). All of those have specific roles that 

are often associated with innate immune defense, and might play a role in a variety of 

neurodegenerative disorders (Richards et al., 2016). Accordingly, in-detail analyses of 
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the cell death mechanisms involved in the present AD model could help to determine the 

particular subtype(s) of cell death being recapitulated, their respective relationships to 

other elements of the AD pathology such as amyloid plaques or p-tau accumulation, as 

well as to dissect the involvement of other cell types like astrocytes, oligodendrocytes or 

microglia on neuronal decline. For example, necroptosis could be detected via 

immunostaining against phosphorylated (activated) mixed lineage kinase domain like 

pseudokinase (MLKL), whereas pyroptosis can be detected by measuring cleaved 

gasdermin D in western blot analysis (Cai et al., 2013, He et al., 2015).  

In the present model, the authenticity of the neurons and the purely Aβ-dependent 

cascading phenotype development enable progressive neurotoxic effects. Cellular stress 

as indicated by DNA damage and apoptosis in induced imAP12 cultures is directly linked 

to Aβ generation and can be prevented by inhibition of γ-secretase, although the effect 

on other pathways of neuronal degeneration remains to be explored.  

5. Outlook 
 

Due to its amyloid-β-driven pathogenic cascade, this new model can serve as a platform 

to scrutinize the mechanistic connection between amyloid and tau pathology. For 

example, amyloid deposition and p-tau pathology do not overlap well in AD patients. 

Establishing a series of connected 3D cultures might enable analyses of amyloid 

seeding effects on distal populations and tau pathology. Due to the inducible nature of 

the new model, the amyloid pathology can be triggered in relatively mature neurons, 

thus avoiding developmental confounders. This is useful to study e.g. synaptic 

maintenance and long-term potentiation, electrical activity in neurons and astrocytes, 

and influence of the Aβ dose on pathology progression. Currently, all cells in the model 

generate Aβ, but future iterations could spike in non-transgenic cells to specifically focus 

on non-cell autonomous effects. Furthermore, since the transgene can be switched off 

again, time-course analyses could shed light on the ability of neural tissue and single 

cells to recover from Aβ-induced damage. For example, will amyloid plaques dissolve 

once Aβ generation is ended? Is a p-tau-positive cell irrevocably lost, or can it recover? 

Does network activity normalize again? These questions are highly relevant for therapy 

development. If there is a “point of no return” in AD, therapeutic approaches that 
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suppress pathology development were bound to fail in diagnosed patients. Moving 

forward, the model is an interesting candidate for revalidating drugs that succeeded in 

mouse trials, but failed in humans. It can be used to shed light on the physiological 

differences between the two species with regard to neurodegeneration and might clarify 

the limits of animal models. Since p-tau pathology develops without tau-impacting 

transgenes, it will allow compound discovery to target the link between the amyloid and 

p-tau pathology in order to find drugs that previous, amyloid-focused screenings might 

have missed.  

In its current state, the inducible 3D model might be too reductionist to address 

questions of damage repair and regeneration that rely on additional cell types like 

microglia and oligodendrocytes. Microglia are vital to brain homeostasis and 

neuroinflammation, but, since they are derived from a non-neural lineage, they have to 

be added separately. Oligodendrocytes typically protect axons from unwarranted 

microglial toxicity, but are not efficiently generated in lt-NES-derived cultures. However, 

the modularity of the 3D gels allows virtually limitless control over cellular composition. 

Microglia have been shown to invade comparable gel systems, and it might be possible 

to include oligodendrocyte precursor cells when casting the gel matrix. Neuronal and 

astrocytic populations could be tailored using forward programming techniques, i.e. 

forced expression of fate-determining transcription factors to rapidly generate a target 

cell population from stem cells, to achieve a particular excitatory to inhibitory ratio. This 

way, the model can be adapted to the required degree of complexity for analyses of 

network activity (spontaneous activity, degree of connectivity, synchronicity, calcium 

waves).  

The mode and degree of amyloid aggregation has been shown to depend on the 

extracellular matrix composition. During human aging, ECM composition changes and 

stiffness increases. While it is unclear whether these alterations promote brain 

pathology, this human 3D model could be modified to use alternative hydrogel matrices 

to explore the impact of matrix components (e.g. heparansulphate proteoglycans) or 

physical parameters (stiffness, porosity) on amyloid deposition. Using materials that are 

less prone to degradation might help to prevent the problem of culture contraction. Also, 

replacing Matrigel/Geltrex with a xeno-free synthetic matrix would further improve 

standardization and reproducibility. 
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Finally, introducing this model system into an in vivo environment, e.g. via 

transplantation of matrix-cell mixtures into mouse brains, might provide several benefits. 

The physiological environment would enable longer cultivation paradigms and likely 

promote maturation and functionalization of the transplanted cells. The phenotype in the 

transplant could also be modified by implantation into e.g. FAD or mutant tau 

overexpressing mouse strains. In addition, the transplant would be localized behind a 

functional blood-brain barrier for e.g. drug testing or metabolic studies. 

6. Summary 
 

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is the most prevalent neurodegenerative disease that is 

poised to affect an increasing part of the population as life expectancies are on the rise. 

AD leads to extracellular deposits of amyloid β (Aβ plaques) in the brain, followed by 

hyperphosphorylated tau (p-tau) in neurons, and eventually neurodegeneration. The 

“amyloid hypothesis” states that aggregation-prone Aβ species like Aβ42 trigger all 

downstream pathology. This project aimed to establish a non-transformed human 

neuron-based 3D model of extracellular amyloid pathology and to analyze the resulting 

molecular and cellular phenotypes. To elevate Aβ secretion, human induced pluripotent 

stem cells (iPSCs) were engineered to overexpress the amyloid precursor protein (APP) 

carrying two AD-promoting mutations, and a pathogenic presenilin-1 (PS-1) variant 

lacking exon 9 (PS-1ΔE9). To ensure control over gene dosage, the cassette is 

expressed from the AAVS1 genomic safe harbor locus upon induction with doxycycline. 

A clone with biallelic integration (imAP12) was validated by multiplex PCR genotyping, 

pluripotency marker expression and SNP genotyping. This clone was then differentiated 

to long-term self-renewing neuroepithelial-like stem (lt-NES) cells. These imAP12 lt-NES 

cells were differentiated into neurons and astroglia in thin- and thick-layer 3D gel matrix 

cultures by growth-factor withdrawal.  

Doxycycline-induced neuronal cultures exhibited constant transgene expression for at 

least 4 months as judged by an mCherry reporter and released 40-fold more Aβ42 and 5-

fold more Aβ40 (Aβ42/40 ratio = 0.8) than cultures without doxycycline as determined by 

ELISA measurements. After 6 weeks of induction, western blot analyses of 2D and 3D 

culture supernatants indicated that Aβ is quantitatively entrapped in the 3D matrix. 
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Indeed, UV-induced autofluorescence, a feature of Aβ aggregates, accumulated 

progressively between the first and sixth week in induced cultures. End-point 

immunostaining revealed strong colocalization with Aβ deposition. In addition, amyloid 

dyes like Thioflavin T, Congo red or Methoxy-X04, Amytracker 630 and Aβ-specific 

antibodies (D54D2) labeled deposits (10 – 100 µm) with filamentous internal structure 

and characteristic DAPI autofluorescence in induced 3D cultures. 4-months-old induced 

3D cultures showed robust accumulation of TBS- and SDS-insoluble Aβ in western blot 

analyses. Finally, Aβ deposition could be fully prevented by blocking Aβ generation via 

γ-secretase inhibition.  

In parallel, six weeks-treated cultures showed early signs of tau pathology, another 

major AD hallmark. Induced 3D cultures showed robust and progressive intracellular 

accumulation of hyperphosphorylated tau (p-tau; antibody AT8) between weeks 6 and 

16. Recapitulating typical AD features, p-tau appeared dyslocalized in single neurons as 

shown by distinct dystrophic morphology including flame-shaped and irregular somata, 

axonal swellings, degenerated processes and dystrophic terminals. P-tau was present in 

induced 3D cultures from week 6 as well, and fibrillar tau epitopes (detected with the 

“paperclip” conformation-specific MC-1 antibody) could be detected after 16 weeks. As 

expected, p-tau pathology did not develop in the presence of γ-secretase inhibitors. 

Cellular energy metabolism was impaired in induced cultures as p-tau-positive neurons 

displayed hallmarks of mitochondrial fragmentation and lowered respiratory capacity, 

alongside an overall reduction in essential respiratory chain complexes. This is the first 

time that these phenotypes have been detected in an endogenous Aβ-based in vitro 

model. Moreover, the presented model recapitulates features of neurodegeneration 

such as markers of increased stress like DNA double strand breaks and caspase 3 

activation. The latter was increased 5-fold in induced cultures and could be fully 

alleviated via γ-secretase inhibition. These data strongly support the view that the 

presented model faithfully recapitulates a progressing AD pathology including major 

disease hallmarks mainly driven by controllable Aβ generation. 
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